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Roland St. John 
Ron Smith 
Bruner, Dobogne, Soyyab 
7 
University of MO-Rolla . . . 
8 
Stepping Into 1980 
9 
10 
As UMR Steps 
Into The SO's . 
(Top to bottom, Left to right) 
. More & more women invade the 
campus 
. . . The Chancellor gets a bigger 
garage 
. A new Dean of Students arrives 
. TKE becomes the #1 chapter in 
the nation 
. Pikers celebrate their 75th 
anniversary 
. Students are swamped with 
homework 
. Professor Walters comes alive 
. A record number of students 
enroll 







Bring In The SO's! 






Faces of UMR 
What everyone seems to like 
most about UMR is the people. 
Faces from many different states 
and countries are seen here, but 
these differences in backgrounds 
do not inhibit the lasting friend-






I am I 
and 
You are you, 
and if by chance we find each other 
- it's beautiful. 
19 




When good friends walk beside us 
On the trails that we must keep 
Our burdens seem less heavy 
And the hills are not so steep 
21 
22 
Step with us now 
into 1980. We hope 
that within the pages 
that follow you find 
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26 
Septemberfest Primes 
Students for March 
"The wearing of green" came 
early this year once again as many 
UMR students spent an early fall 
afternoon at the St. Pat's Board's 
2nd annual Septemberfest. After a 
hard day of classes those who 
attended were supplied with beer, 
entertainment. refreshments, and 
even a possible " pie" in the face , 
courtesy of the Sigma Tau Gamma 
Little Sisters. 
27 
Greeks ~eet Independents 
In a Soggy Battle 
No, it wasn't rammg cats and 
dogs - but it was raining Greeks and 
Independents. Everyone took part in 
the traditional "start the school year 
off right" water fights. It was hard 
to tell who actually won the battles, 






Once again this year the Quad 
had its annual Watermelon Orgy. 
Tubs and tubs of watermelons fed all 
of the hungry people. Of course the 
RA's couldn't resist taking a little 
swim in the tubs of ice water (thanks 
to some help from the other re-
sidents). Soon everyone joined in the 
fun and not a dry person could be 
found. What people won't do for a 






Each year the students and faculty 
of UMR give part of themselves so that 
others can live. This year at the Student 
Council Blood Drive, 1478 pints of blood 
were donated. Theta Xi and Lambda Chi 
Alpha shared the award for the most 






On University Day teachers, 
parents, and future students viewed 
the campus with a. careful eye. The 
University plays host to these guests 
annually in an attempt to relate the 
atmosphere of this campus to those 
interested. Each department sets up 
exhibits to be run by the students, 
explaining facets of that particular 
curriculum. Also presenting exhibits 
were many of the professional organ-
izations and clubs, which displayed 
science projects and showed films of all 





TKE'e let place dleplay 
St. Pat's Board vs. IFC 
The ''GREEN MACHINE'" (St. Pat's Board) 
overpowered the IFC in this year's rivalry game 
by a score of 37 to 21. Even though IFC lost, a 
good time wa.s had by everyone who attended the 
game. After all, the game was just for fun , right? 
37 
Homecoming Queen - Cathy Lally 
38 
Alumni from across the nation gathered at 
UMR for the 1979 Homecoming celebration. 
Everyone bad a great time as the weekend was 
filled with banquets, parties, and many other 
events. One of the highlights of the weekend came 
during halftime of the Miners football game. 
Cathy Lally was crowned the 1979 Homecoming 
Queen. Runners up included Cindy Monds, Cindy 
Cooper, and Valerie Jones. Before the game, 
Kappa Sigma. took first place in the pajama race. 
The winning Homecoming display titled "Put the 





The entertainment for Saturday night of 
Homecoming was provided by the Student Union 
Board. S. U.B. presented to us the king of storytellers 
- Harry Chapin. He sang such songs as "Legends of 
the Lost & Found," " Thirty Thousand Pounds of 
Bananas" and "Taxi". As any other concert at UMR, 




Freshmen and Seniors alike invited 
their parents to visit the campus on 
Parents' Day, October 27. Parents toured 
the campus, visited their son or 
daughter's place of residence, and many 
attended the Miner football game. A 
strange phenomenon also occurred that 
day - many students even cleaned their 
rooms! If mom and dad only knew what 






12th Annual lnd us try Day 
l~ 
vlin 
Industry Day gives students a 
chance to observe what the companies 
they're interested in are doing in the 
fields of research and development, 
without sending for information. This 
year about eighty companies from 
Missouri and other states participated. 
Many of the companies gave out free 
product samples and brochures 






Sig PI's burn an outhoWJe in front of the Chancellor's house. 
Halloween brought out the kids in all of us. 
Many people dressed up in costumes ranging 
from vampires to clowns and playboy bunnies 
to Joe Miners. Halloween parties were held at 
various places around campus and some houses 
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Last fall the United States was presented with a 
terrible crisis. That is the holding of fifty Americans as 
hostages by a group of Iranian students that took over the 
U. S. embassy in Iran. The "ROLLAMO" yearbook is not 
taking a political stand on the Iranian crisis, but is 
presenting a photographic essay of the feelings of the 
American students at UMR toward the crisis. 
51 
IFC 
Zeta's 2nd place chorus 
Don Anselm and Mark Nealon. ht place musical 
u,~-
Kappa Delta's " Rolla H orror Picture Show" 
52 






The 1979 IFC Sing proved to be one of the best. 
ever. Titled "This is Your Life", the show gave all 
the talented Greeks on campus a chance to sing, 
dance, tell a few jokes, and just have a good time. 
A third category of acts, Musicals, was added to the 
traditional Novelty and Chorus categories this year. 
The ladies of Kappa Delta took first place honors for 
their Novelty act. Tau Kappa Epsilon had the winning 
Chorus act and Pi Kappa Alpha brought home the 
first trophy given for a Musical act. 
53 
54 




A board r ep' r a avorlte aport, BARRACUDA! 









The Association for Black Students' Black Culture 
Week was held this year from March 24 thru the 29th. 
Entertainment was provided by the UMR Jazz 
Ensemble, the Smoot Family Singers, and ABS members 
at their Talent Show. Lectures were given by Senator 
Julian Bond (D-GA) and Leonard Martin. The week 
ended with the Fifth Annual Banquet and Fashion Show. 




Coffee Houses Bring 
Talent To UMR 
63 





Theta Tau Casino Night 
Theta Tau Casino Night was once again held at the Armory, 
Wednesday of St. Pat's. This year the beneficiary of Casino Night 
was Phelps County Memorial Hospital. The dealers included: Mayor 









Sig Tau Wins Overall 
Second Year In A Row 
Beta Sig Second and Teke Third 
Brian Wagner o.s St. Pat. 
Even tbe mud didn 't keep tbe Mlnera from 
e$ying St. Pat's. 
71 
Lambda Chi Wins St. Pat's Games 
Beta Sig won first place in the cudjel 
contest with Sig Ta.u in second a.nd Teke 
in third. The final point totals for overall 
St. Pat's wer e as follows for the top three: 
Sig Ta.u 497.6 




Irish Traditions And Folklore 








The New Riders Of 
The Purple Sage 
79 
80 
Greek Week 1980: 
Tau Kappa Epsilon wins overall 
for the 9th straight year. 
To this year's schedule of events was added 
the Greek Week Idy-Odysseys, which includes 
such events as best Greek Physique, best Greek 
Costume, Pyramid Building, Fraternity - Sorority 
song contest, and the Chew - N - Spit contest. 
The addition of these events proved to have a good 





Despite the threat of rain, the Greeks of UMR 
were able to Raise $3,859 for the Rolla Cerebral 
Palsy School and ABLE (Achievement of Better 
Lifestyle for the Elderly). Lambda Chi won best 





Greek Week Games 
Due to the rain, it was difficult to take 
many pictures at the Greek Week Games this 
year. But, the rain did not stop the stiff 
competition between the fraternities of UMR. 
Sig Pi took first place in the games with Tau 
Kappa Epsilon in second and Phi Kappa Theta. 
in third. The overall point totals for Greek 
Week 1980 are as follows: 
Tau Kappa. Epsilon 





Wet And Wild 
85 
86 



















Student Union Board 
93 
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A. C. M. 
103 
























Pi Kappa Alpha 
Stardusters 
115 
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118 
Little Sisters of 
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Independent Weekend Committee 
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Society of Physics Students 
128 
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Institute of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineers 
129 





American Institute of 
Chelllical Engineers 
133 










H OM E 
Row 1: Berryman, Brums, Wozek, Wolf, Tepper, Roller, Decker, Lain, Sontag, Teter, Weatherspoon, Walters, Hervey, Heath. Row 
2: Holman, Adams, Cornett, Rudolph, Tharp, Lee, Fischer, Stone, Bridgman, Janke, Grantham, Kreiling, Bober. ltow 3: McDonald, 
Loving, Mathis, Wills, Kettner, Gambil, Pirkel, Teter, Delaroche, Falke, Replogle, Hauser, Paris. Row 4: Harris, Lippert, Johnson, 
Melchers, Durham, Keithly, Hunke, Hafner, Suellentrop, Griesemer , Fizer, Lloyd, Obrycki, Downs. Row 5: Lancaster, Schlueter, 
Siegel, Severens, Pressley, Demzik, Wilhelm, Thomas, Nesbit, Stucky, Welshe, Fuqua, Benny, Sullivan, Rogers. Coaches: Bryandt, 








MIAA Players of the Week: Craig Heath, 
Bill Grantham, Bryan Paris, and Kevin Wolf. 
140 
With an excellent defense and outstanding 
individual effort, the 1979 Miners achieved high 
status this year. With many returning gridders, hopes 
are high for next year. 










The 1979-80 Men's Basketball Team. Front row from left: Ted Hass, Frank Landwehr, Tom Mazzarana, 
Leonardo Lucas, Calvin Horhn, Kurt Lorenzen, Kurt Bauer, and Bruce Ta.ppmeyer. Back row from left: 
Assistant coach Jim Dinsdale, Manager David Ritchie, Scott Sandbothe, Jerry Watkins, Rick Fuerma.n, Gary 
Riechmann, Rob Goodenow, Jeff Kipp, Scott Meyer, Dan Hilbuech, Billy Key. 
UMR 75 Morningside 72 
UMR 104 Missouri-KC 84 






UMR 93 Southeast 
Mo. St. 63 
UMR 69 Central 
Mo. St. 87 
UMR 59 Southwest 
Mo. St. 74 
UMR 67 Baker College 62 
UMR 70 Maryville 
College 60 
UMR 70 Lincoln Univ. 81 
UMR 69 Northwest 
Mo. St. 65 
UMR 83 Northeast 
Mo. St. 81 
UMR 79 Southwest 
Mo. St. 81 
UMR 76 Missouri 
Southern 78 
UMR 67 Central 
Mo. St. 69 
UMR 75 Southeast 
Mo. St. 88 
UMR 76 Westminster 69 
UMR 76 Lincoln Univ. 78 
UMR 90 Northeast 
Mo: St. 69 
UMR 75 Northwest 
Mo. St. 65 
UMR 74 Central 
Mo. St. 76 
UMR 97 Southwest 
Mo. St. 82 
UMR 93 Southeast 
Mo. St. 100 
145 
"Gee, &.m I too f&.r awa f Y or a slam dunk?" 
146 
Cagers Put Forth Effort 
''Tb- jumpebot.e mre are euyl" 
147 
Women's Basketball Quite a Powerhouse! 
148 
Women's Basketball Team, front row from left: Coach Annette Caruso, Tina Walker, Beth Eberle, Chris 
Barkey, Da.rlene Bramel, Ka.ren Willia.mson. Back row: Carmen Ba.ker, Karen Peacock, Becky Kova.rik, Barb 
Berry, Dolly Johnson, Becky Ommen, Sa.ndy Hunter and Va.l Lewis. 
UMH 64 St. Louis U. 76 
UMH 69 Southeast Mo. St ()0 
Ul\IR 104 Peru State 42 
Ul\JH 55 Tarkio 53 
UMH 68 William Woods 66 
lJMR 73 Northeast Mo. St. 67 
UMH 59 Mo. Southern 71 
lJMH 52 Southwest Mo. St. 60 
UMR 62 School of 
thP Ozarks 60 
UMR 81 Evangel 62 
llMR 85 Southwest Baptist 68 
UMH 76 Missouri-St. Louis 61 
UMH 69 Florissant Valley 49 
UMR 68 Missouri Southern 66 
lJMR 51 St. Louis U. 63 
UMR 81 Sehool of the Ozat·ks 55 
lJMR 55 Southwest Mo. St. 57 
lJMR 71 Southeast Mo. St. 49 
UMH 55 Northeast Mo. St. 66 
149 
Looks like another buket for Carmen 
150 
"Hey, I don't want Itt" 
KAren In for the layup 
Careful - It's fragile! 
151 
162 
Cross Country Efforts 
Team Finishes Fifth In NCAA Scoring 
Back Row: Dave McClintock, Mark Stucky, Dan Brown, Mike Ackerson, Brent Haefner, Bob Perry, 
Mike DePasquale, Brian Bowen, Glenn Heeter, Coach Allgood. Front Row: Steve Peposki, Clinton Campbell, 
Todd Blackford, Pete Lichtenwalner, Richard Beecher, David Moore. 
Glenn Heeter, Brent Haefner, Mike Ackerson, 
Danny Brown, Mike Depasquale, and Todd Blackford 
all place in MIAA. 
163 
Varsity Baseball 
Throwing Smoke, Stealing Bases, 
1M 
UMR's Best Batmen 



















Striding To Victory! 
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162 
Eight swimmers were sent to 
national competition. Two were chosen 
All-American: Don Havey in the 100 
and 200 yard breaststroke, and Don 
Fearon in the one meter diving. 
Front Row, Left to Right: 
John Smith, Jon Tice, Mark 
Ewers. Second Row: Bob Olson, 
Brad Racen, Mark Mattes, 
Mike Shive, Scott Lampert. 
Third Row: Coach Pease, Greg 
Holleman, David Raskin, David 
Olarte, Mike Clyburn, Don 
Fearon, Paul Stricker, Vic 
Mahaney, John Scaggs. Fourth 
Row: Darian Dickinson, Phil 
Dancer, Don Foster, Don 





























Up for two more. 









Down •.. Set ... 




Breaking a long gain 
Table Tennis 
Waiting patiently 
Smaahing it Bacll:l 


















Beta Slg geta the jump. 
168 
Campus Club Takes First 
169 
Intramural Volleyball 
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Kicking Just For Kicks! 















... A Series Of Hits And Misses 
Cross Country 
Heading down the •traig bt-a-way 
179 
Track And Field 
Before ... ... and after 
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Got Ul 
Sports Candid Shots 
The buketball champs. 
186 
A Year Of Fine Efforts 
187 
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The Last Glimpses Of 

















Do 1 have to go? 
196 
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198 
Zeta Tau Alpha 
First Row: Tina Gummersheimer, Janet Pearce, Kim Signorina, Kathy Sullivan, Martha Schmidt, Susanne Orrell, Linda 
Branum, Sue Siroky. Second Row: Becky Moritz, Rozann McClimens, Terri Roberts, Karen Miller, Desiree King, Hilde Hummel. 
Third Row: Sheila McDonnell, Denise Warden, Annette LeCrone, Beverly Truster, Janet Rimmey, Tina Spanos. Fourth Row: 
Sue Reed, Diane Koester, Laura Plyler, Susan Remley, Janine Brown, Lynne Hoefer, Carol Arnott, Sherrill Yescavge, Lynn 
Lamb, Tammy Williams, Tammy Ball, Sabrina Abbott. Fifth Row: Lisa Hicks, Karen Durso, Donita Pickens, Lynn DeePaar, 
Cindy Kapp, Jackie Tesson, Melinda Smith. Not Pictured: Sharon Amos, Ruth Bartlett, Monica Brooks, Vickie Bunker, Mary 
Ford, Margaret Lane, Patti Morgan, Betty Stout, Carol Wells. 
Kappa Delta 
Kneeling: Liz Sauer, Beth McVey, Debbie Wallingford, Cathey Morris, Kim Allison, Cindy Cooper, Barb Parsons, Trudee 
Bealka, Reggie Lewis, Colleen Brice, Beth Myers. First Row: Cheryl Coleman, Carol Bornmann, Tracy Gaddy, Kim Thompson, 
Tony Brasfield, Becky Brockman, Linda Jacobs, Valoree Stone, Terri Lueders. Lesa House. Second Row: Terri Bealka, Linda 
Fleschner, Alice Beechner, Cindy Knapstein, Shelley Heigert, Susan Lucas, Marilyn Kolbet, Cindy Locke, Sue Schneiderjohn, 
Lisa Mateker, Ellen Tierney. Third Row: Mary Hilton, Paula Brewer, Loree Gahen, Martha Tompkins, Carolyn Cain, Tracy 
Allison, Kathie Pelton, Shelly Stephenson, Marjorie Andler, Linda McKinzie, Cindi Diedrich. Fourth Row: Leslie Greenley, 















First Row: Rick Parkison, Doug Lukenbill, Mike Polley, Mike Keithly, Steve Voris, Mark House. Second Row: Rob Hartsock, 
Leo Valle., Joe Hollis, David Hetle.ge, Kevin Sharp, Ted Wooten, Leon Thompson, Danny Heimsoth. 
Alpha Epsilon Pi 
First Row: Robert C. McCann, James F. Irwin, Blake E. Silkwood, Mark A. Martin, Doug Wesselschmidt, Albert E. Ketterer, 
Eric M. Lancaster. Second Row: Steven E. Ulrich, James R. Hick.man, Gregory N. Katnik, G. Pennington Coffin, James S. Purtle, 
Timothy J . Kulengowski, Dean K. Archletti, Ronald A. Diamant, Bruce Baughman, James B. Lightle, David B. Fortner. Third 
Row: Gary W. Doughten, Gerald M. Gusdorf, William Pennstrom, Craig J. Maurice, Scott B. Kier, Jerry A. Edwards, Chris E. 
Schimp, Daniel M. Fields. 
203 
204 
Alpha Phi Alpha 




Beta Sigma Psi 
Delta Sigma Phi 
206 

Lambda Chi Alpha 
Phi Kappa Theta 
209 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
210 
Pi Kappa Phi 
First Row: Dan Truetken, Zachariah (Mascot) , Wesley Jenkins, Tim Rose, Chris Roderique, Mark Broome, Randy Thompson, 
Bill Proulx. Second Row: Tom Sohoemehl, Mark Foreman, Keith Best. Third Row: Mike Hoffmunn, Craig Hartmann, Tom LaVenture, 






Sigma Phi Epsilon 
First Row: Russ Davis, Clay Bachman, Dennis Dohogne, Tom O'Reilly, Mike Bennett, Ken Colasuanno, John Kinnevan, 
Don Soper, Jeff Finnegan, Chris Carson, Mark Walker. Second Row: Jim Schneider, Vincel Williams, Rich Frasier, Lonnie 
Jaycox, Kevin Anders, Dave Davison, J eff Humpheys, Rick Schaff, Greg Back, Tom Bahr, Chuck Leibrandt. Third Row: Phil 
Schmidt, Mark Telle, Tony Caiazzo, Don Wapplehorst, Paul Oberle, Mark Patrick, Ken Hardy, Ranny Meier, John DeGonova, 
Matt Bruns, Scott Liebel, Phil Callen, Dave Naeger. Fourth Row: Scott Terrill, Mark Tuttle, Alan Barkovitz, Kirk Schwiess. 
Fifth Row: Jim Scanlon, Chris Philipp, Steve Midgley, Mike Naeger, Gary Thompson, Scott Wilson, Carl Weiler, Joe Draper. 




Sigma Tau Gamma 
First Row: Kevin Schulte, Mike Brenner, Bill Nix, Don Barney, Scott Lemons, Jerry Froid!, Rich Pohl, Baggins Plagens. 
Second Row: Tim O'Mara, Ron Jones, Eric Steltzer, Phil Webster, Bob Baxter, Kevin Wiese, Steve Black, Bob Breen, Karl 
Yaeger, Dave May, Mike Brenner, Smilin Jim, Darrel Plank, Brian Ellis, Rob Freyder. Third Row: Mike Sickendick, John 
Leatherbee, Scott Diestlekamp, Robin Murphy, Scott Biebel, Glenn Miller, Joe McKiernan, Jerry Frederick, Guy Sextro, Jim 
Lutton, Dan Zebelean, Steve Kawelaeske, Mike Noblet, Warren Smith. Fourth Row: Chris Stone, Paul Franzer. Not Pictured: 
Doug Canady, Newt Gilbert, Dave Hessler, Bill Judd, Ed Ellebracht, Curt Berne!, Mike Weinstoer, Matt Stone, Bob Nespondzany, 
Steve Block, Rich Purguson, Larry Sicking, Ray Kattleman. 
2115 
216 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
First Row: Ron Fey, Ken Hedigen, Kent Koederitz, Tom Hancock, Tom Blackburn, Gary Claspill, Bill Define, John 
Markowski, Mark Abernathy, Joe Neyen. Second Row: Greg Fleck, Pat Wallen, Dave Will, Wayne Schmidt, Juan Monzon, 
Chris Enloe, Mike Suda, John Crow, Randy Jacobs, Bill Oyens, Ed Smith, Rich Rosen, Chris Ransom, Chuck Ceasar, John 
Signorina, Bob Zettwock, Mike Bynum, Kurt Wilhelm. Third Row: Pat Kelly, Rob Felker, Mike McCoy, Steve Dlffy, Ken Arendt, 
Bill Frank, Chris Auer, Phil Bureman, Jeff Nelson, Dan Kuhn, Kevin MoGartland, Don Hunt, Tom Riney, John Tripi, Joe 
Deters, Vern Sohalperkotter, Mike McEvilly. Fourth Row: John Daniels, Mark Overman, Mark Brown, Dave Kramp, J ohn 









First Row: Donnie Harrison, Bruce Kroger, Tony Romero. Second Row: Bob Pressly, Steve Haener, Ali Bushehn, Omar 
Mathis, Larry Prince, Kenny Mackey, Tom Shannon. Third Row: Dale King, Jeff Klone, Phil Lindsey, Charlie Svec. 
Interstate ~otel 
Steve Gwinn, Paul Bierman, Kevin Walsh, Bruce Fanker , Rick Coats, Jim Schmidt, Ron Borgschulte, Ron Gardner, Curtis 
Flatt, Morgan Morris, Derick Warrick, Anthony Burgstahler, Chuck Baldwin, William Davidson, Jim Sumrall, Louis Page. 
221 




















First Row: Diane Murray, Tina. Walker, Vickie Pugh, Marilyn Da.um, Mary Jo Chryler, Eva. Taylor. Second Row: Sam 
Orf, Betty Weinhold, Pat Thebeau, Lisa. Carroll, Donna. Dillion, Janet Dillion, Val Lewis. Third Row: Mindy Pautler, Diana. 
Bindema.nn, Liz Tbuet, Sherri Noonan, Georgia. Broz. Fourth Row: Tammy Williams, Emily Peavler. Fifth Row: Jeanne Hilker, 
Ramona. Hooker, Dana. Villers, Kim Denny, Sandra. Scott, Susanne Orreu, Mary Lawler, Terry Bachman, Ka.ty Dolan, Stacy 
Sa.kovla.s, Robin Adkins, JoAnn Pesich, Becky Ommen, Stacy Loebs. 
House 2 
First Row: Christine Jokerst, Susan Lucas, Kathy Henman, Dawn Moore, Cathy Raidt, Caroline Sturm, Mary Rose Lucas, 
Melanie Warren. Second Row: Angie Bedwell, Linda Tate, Janice Hierholzer, Barb Johnson, Kathy Moran, Sheila McDonnell, 
Ellen Tierney, Cindy Owen, Laura Kirkegaa.rd, Lisa Markway, Debbie Kreher, Anne Weber, Diane Griffith, Joan Krupski, 
Theresa McNamara, Ellen Folluo. Third Row: Martha Henze, Denise Warden, Stephanie Reichtien, Carol Ann Chanley, Leta 




First Row: Roger Havatich, Bill Baker, Tra.jeno Latero, David Fontaine, Gerard Witte, Joseph Splean III, Randy Drieling, 
Alan Sommers, Mike Harbaugh "Harby", John Parker. Second Row: Don "Fish" Havey, Bill Shema.n, Vehg, Armando Luna. 
"AJ", Mark Urban, Chuck Lechner, David "Mongo" Ma.gurk, Tim McNutt, Greg McCurran, Tom Starkweather, Thanh Ngo, 
Barry "Billy Bob" Garofalio, Kent Green, Bob "The Finger" Godsey. Third Row: Dennis Boll, Earl Castner, " Doc", Bob Novak, 
Russ Leach, Walter Young, Paul Bryant, Cleo Downs, John Shields, Mike Ba.rdot, Jeff Klug, Steve Eck, Kevin Devine. Fourth 





Kneeling, left to right: Doug Teare, Dro Darbidian, Marty Heyne, Doug Conrath, John Waters, Dave Sextro, Mike Fletcher, 
AI Rothermich. Middle Row: Dean Ayres, Tom Montes-De- Oua, John Pearman, Chuck Woodbury, Nilesh Shah, Tim Herrman, 
Doug Jackson, Stubs, Don Seavers, Mark Harms, Ken Fleckman, Tanya Vajaranant, Bob Phillips, Bruce Byrd, Craig Lunte. Back 
Row: Dave Ashabranner , BUD, Wendell Stavig, Radical, D.L. Bogart, Frank Reichart, Paul Carter, James Renth, Bob Swain, 
Matt Mills, J on Treat. 
House 6 
Mirmajid Seyyedy, Sam Otto, Alan Fox, Terry Leeds, Charles McField, Mike Richey, Joe Cibulka, "Chicken Lips" Mark 
Dieckman. Second Row: Rex Stammerjohn, Chuck Roberts, Phil Jew, Bob Clark, Tim Farrell, Ed Nobus. Third Row: Harold Croch, 
Don Monley, Chuck Bast, Greg Ponder, Mike Mohrmann, Randy Schuetz. Fourth Row: Jim Engeman, Greg Hawickhorst, Steve 
Batliner, George Havalias, Aaron Cossette, Mark Rudolf, Chuck Mausshardt, Don Hoeckelman. Fifth Row: Mark Dunlay, Jim Shoen, 
Ernie Smoot, Danny Short, John Masek, J ohn Streb, J eff Hackman, Mark Hackmann, Tony Petruska. Sixth Row: Ed Diekemper, 
Brad Hawickhorst, Bill Spencer, Dan Michel, Harry McCollum, Jim Browning, Dave Schluckebier. Seventh Row: Paul Orvos, Bruce 




Micheal Starbuck, Michael Marcus, John Kaiser , Paul Stricker, Richard Deason, Dave Wood, Terry Roberts, Mike Shive, 
Chuck Knight, Pete Pachlhofer, Chris Wood, James Moss, Mark Ewers, Ed Hoyt, Steve Roth, Uko Equre, Joe Prather, Kevin 
Renner , Steve Jones, Ed Yamnitz, Joel Middleton, Mark Knackstedt, Keith Thomas, Larry Wetzel, Eric Donnell, Ray Dick, 
Kenneth Scherer, Doug Coxon, Dave Klein, Rich Hildebrandt, Keith Scherer , Gig Loelkes, Brad Racen, Dave Raskin, Mark 
Dobinsky, Jim Gambil, Mark Crosswhite, John Donovan, Bob Burchett. 
House 8 
First Row: Martin Lindstandt, Art Fink, Steve Strouse, Jim Krawick, Ron Davidson, Brent Jump, Pat Costello. Second 
Row: S. Head, Steve Clark, Allen Rhoudes, Chuck Mueller, Ken Hutter, Jim Hawkins, Scott Douglas, Dale Sandbagger, Ron 
Howard, Harlan Ashton, John Rosbrough, Dave Kerber. Third Row: Rat, Leroy Kidd, Ken Hill, Elmer Dencker, John Pulley, 
Doug Kuger, Brian Owenson, Bruce Hayden, Ken Stuckmeyer, Dennis Clodfelter, Leroy McCown, Gary Kraus, Troy Chockley, 
Keith Luker, Mark Schneider, Larry Bliekamp, Larry Hults, Jim Westerman, Reuben Heim, Jim Sater, Tom Rewland, Steve 




First Row: Pete Lichtenwalner, Charles Monie, Jim Seiwald, Rodney Rowe, Wayne Demonia, Dave Strubberg, Pat Donahay. 
Second Row: Eric Larson, Ray Bergman, Nick Burkhead, Wally Deles, Mark Hanley, Charles Wohlford, Dennis Struemph, 
Larry Hammond, Craig Robertson, Jeff Russom, Pat Gould, Mark Maness, Scott Bohler, Billy Townsend, Eric Tilford, Jeff 






Glen Deles, Joe Kimbrough, Tim Ritz, Mike Clark, Morris Bueneman. Second Row: Peter Fitzsimmons, Dave Lanius, Larry 
Schierhoff, T.J. Green, Steve Peacher, Dave Linder, Gary Grannemann. Third Row: Brad Herman, Mark Short, Lonnie Jaynes, 
James Logan, David Tankesley. Fourth Row: Eric Gieseke, Glen Besterfield, Randy Hoover, Charles Bobb, Rick Foster, Brian 
Smith, Dan Jones, Ron Wieburg, Wayne Scites, Jeff Wells, Phil Cook, Bill Burton, Bob Rolf, Jeff Haffner, David Pressler. 
House D 
First Row: Doug Sauceman, Terry Bodine, Tom Phelan, Randy Robinson. Second Row: Mark Harrison, Bruce Murray. 
Third Row: Joe Chamber, Pat Van Ryckeghem, Don Pa.la.ski, Dwight Brandon, Craig Collin, Jeff Lewenczuk, Juan Villanueva., 
Mat Lenhardt, Paul Wolfgeher. Fourt h Row: Scott Mongillo, Kirk Fitsch, Allen Tavenner, Clifford Klein, Keith Boeckenha.ur, 




First Row: Becky Burgess, Jean Fischer, Bonnie Boland. Second Row: Brenda Horak, Cecilia Wempe, Laura Mills, Rochelle Rockel, 
Karen Williamson, Peggy Baker, Gloria Kriegh, Debbie Lewis, Marsha Hartnett. Third Row: Liz Phipps, Karen Fleiss, Lisa Welker, 




First Row: Valerie Jones, Laura Pfautsch, Julie St. Moritz. Lisa Gallagher, Melissa Stephenson, Cathy Lockhart. Second Row: 
Darla Porter, Mary Beth Eipper, Donna Miller, Patty Thomas, Ly-Ly Le, Deborah Cox, Carol Amelung. Third Row: Mary Klorer, 
Cheri Gardner, Debra Krueger, Cheryl Stroder, Nancy McNutt, Diana Markley, Betty Ellsworth. 
TJ 2nd 
First Row: Velma Hill, Becky Kovarik, Connie Walsh, Chris Morlan, Jamie Luca, Diane Schoemehl, Cathy Lally, Beth Lenhart. 
Second Row: Sara Bald, Barb Yaeger, Diann Johnson, Margaret Gohn, Marilyn Munn, Sharon J ohnson, Terri Hunter, Tera Fosse, 
Patti Donovan, Nancy Reiter. Third Row: Rosalind Castleman, Brenda Strope, Charla Niccoli, Anita Tikey, Carol Mudd , Barb 




First Row: Rodney Gillham, Mark Williams, Ed Tucker, Todd Vierheller, Kevin Todd, Robert Lyle, Mike Walter. Second Row: 
Gery Foehrweiser, Louis Briscoe, Houstin Smith, Craig Scott, J eff Pritchard, Jason Behn, Steve Hanmann, Andrew Smith, Tony 
Bundschu. Third Row: Charles Norman, Dan Harris, Charles Easley, Dave Emanuel, Peter McGrail, Doug Meyers, Mark Huck, 
Jim McCaleb, Jim Sappington. 
TJ 3rd 
First Row: Derreck Westrich, Alex Melchers, Rob Egan, Tony Birchler, Joe McCart, Chris Musial, John Hunter, Mike Taylor. 
Second Row: Mark Smith, Jeff Jones, Gary Hibbard, Brad Woley, Wayne Bene, Ken Harri:1, Pat Diggins, Keith Osborn, Tom 
Conant, Robert Mitchell, David Irwin, Dennis Croessmann, Mike Nix, Third Row: Rich Moldvan, Fred Bean, Robert Prez, Bob 





AND CO QUE R 
TJ 4T H FLOOR 
First Row: Bob Benke, T im Gordon, Dennis Roberts, Howard Beck. Second Row: Wayne Richter, J.W. George, Dave Skuta, Brian 
Klotz, Steve Jacobi, J ohn McNally, Dave Lee, Steve Autry, Bob Mertzlufft. Third Row: Mike Kokorudz. Chae Song, George Harvilla, 
Mike Finch, Barry Eikmann, Jim Berndt, Bob Naumann, Greg Burke, Mike Marshall. Fourth Row: Chuck Lyon, Keith Freiberger, 
Eric Politte, Bob Vandas, Richard Altheide, Mark Holden, Mark Williams, Rich Koenigstein, Charles Hall. Fifth Row: Dan Bremehr, 





First Row: Dave Thomas, John Rotramel, Kevin Watson. John Baudrexl, Erick Olson, Curtis Meier, Brent Roth. Second Row: 
Chris Nisbet, Jerry Watson, Brian Paris, Mat Burgess, Tom Heizer, Steve Brooks, Kevin Hagan, Mark Tarbet, Darrell Metcalf, 
Gene Austin. Third Row: John Woracek, Jeff Simmons, Mark Siebold, Mark Hughes, Brian Miller, Glen Cunningham, Tim Brown, 
Kemp Akeman, Brian Stanfield. 
TJ 5th 
First Row: Ray Shea, Darrell Metcalf. Second Row: Pat Seaton, Mark Tarbet, Mike Fritz, Mark Nienhaus. Yukon John, Steve 
Spicknall, Don Ernst. Third Row: Toni Sifuentes, Doug Weiss. Fourth Row: Toni Richards, Rick Glasscock, Tim Hagan, Dave 
Thomas, Larry Hughes, Kevin Watson, Joe Howell, Curtis Meier. Fifth Row: Brent Roth, John Wankum, Brian Paris, Kemp Akeman, 
John Volker, John Mitchell. Sixth Row: Dale Gillmore, Mike Heet. Seventh Row: Doug Boone, Joe McClain, John Hodgson, Tim 







. . . 
- - -
-
First Row: Belford Poulder, Vince Barrale, Tim Ervin, Bob "Bush'' Gladden, Jim "JT" Taylor, Tom Partelow, Larry "Grotey" 
Waymann, Duane Lanwermeyer, George Dickenson, Kevin "Bones" J ones. Second Row: Chuck Peacock, Mike Richardson, Steve 
McNabb, Robert Branden, Doug " Dumpy" Muiller, Phil McPhearson, Scott Lammers, Jeff " Bummer" Rakestraw, Tom " Mad Dog" 
Michalak, Lynn Johnson, Raul Benauides, Karl Osterbuhr, John Hall. Third Row: Paul Galespy, Rich Morris, Dave Richards, 
Brad Boulsted, Jeff Scheibal, Scott "Wino" Wehner, Mark Holdenbausen, Dan Blaes, Mark McKarnin, Tom " Pinch" Boynton, 
Darryl Miller, Dave Kottman, Greg Pannone, Joe Fischer, Jim Shepherd. Fourth Row: Se Lee, Dong Lee, Ted Eads, John " Doctor" 
Wang, Mike " Flipper" Jennings, Rick Grey, Herb "Red" Turner. Fifth Row: John Kelsey, Marshall Morris, Chuck Kaiser, DennJs 
Bryant, CUrt "Buckwheat" English, Terry "Stretch" Bearly. Rick " Pubie" Wolf, Kevin "DeBo" DeBondt, Randy "Yortuk" Jorgenson, 
Dan "Whore" French, Rob Baker, Duane "Goat" Emanuel, Kent Wood, Miok Buiting, Dennis Faveere, Ron Bertin, Tom Sears, 




First Row: Michelle Cole, Prince Clyde Dennis, Bruce "Too Tall" Hancock, Dave "Grand Larceny" Olarte, Technics SL-D2, Jim 
"Flyin High'' Ma zurek, Jimmy-Jo Stevens. Second Row: Gary "Slick" Jacobsmeir, Loy " Babyman" Meyers, Todd Fridley Esquire, 
Kent " Best Dressed" Peccola, John "The Fish" Ollec, J oe " Blues" Ponder , Bart " Mystery Man" Volpe, Big Jon Snider , Jeff " Derby" 
J eter , Bob "Grapple Her " Germaine, Rick "Nylons" Dolphus, Sandman Kendall Honeycutt, Godfather Don Arndt, Bob " Punk Quail" 
White, Kevin " Tex'' Haynes, John " Roto-Rooter" Nelson, Mark "Love-40" Mueller, Third Row: "Jay in the box" Jones, Ken "01' 
Blue eyes" Skeen , Ken " The Big Zimm" Zimmermann, J eff "Gator" Luca, Mark " Royals" Lippe, Larry "Cardinals" Barringer, 
Doug "Miner '' S tone, Kevin "The Fritz" Fritzmeyer, Bob " Sex and Drugs and Rock 'n ' Roll" Guehne, Erik " Amigo" Dam, Randy 
"Space Case" Hamilton, Roger "Mom" Koelling, Keith "The Mellow Male' ' Hock. 
TJ 7th 
First Row: Ham, Kirk " Mercenary" Foeller, Joey "Captain Kangaroo' ' Brown, Brian "Wrong Way" Vinson. Second Row: Charles 
"Thats me" Derbak, Ham Ham, Ham, Mark "Goin' Home this Weekend?" Fry, Ham, Marilyn Cambers. Gary "Pillsbury" Hindrichs, 
Richard "Mohammed Mohammed" Kinder, Mike "Supernerd" McCleary, Scott "Porthos" Coleman, Jeff " Not of this Earth" Meier, 
Dave "The Invisible Nuke'' Smith. Third Row: Bill "Bluebeard" Redman, Larry "Shillelaugh" Appelbaum, Ham, Ed "Half-Face" 
Ruebling, Kevin "The Galactic Scurrier" Gordon, Kevin "Curly" Heizel, Bob "Ahmed Gogges" Soehngen. Jerry "Nose Knows" 
McCormack, Tim "Ahmed Ala Mutton" White, Rick "Ahmed Ace Mohammed" Reinesch. Ken "Mohammed Ali Washcloth" Crossland, 
Harvey " Ali Ali Ali" Jones, Chris "The Partier" Kurtz, The Unknown Easy Leise, Larry "The Caped Wonder" Black. Not Pictured: 
Mohammed AdH, J on "Tim" Curry, Bahram Esmailzadeh, Jeff "Where Am I" Franklin , Chris "Topher' ' Frei, Chuck " I Had a 





First Row: Laura Pfautsch, Kevin Todd, Bonnie Boland, Steve Ott, George Dickenson, Second Row: Chris Tye, Eric Politte, 
Rebecca Burgess, Rosalie Larson, John Wankum. Third Row: Jim Marzurek, Mark Holdinghausen, John Nelson, Mike Wilde, 
Chris Derrington, Robert Lyle, Terri Hunter, Kevin Watson. 
Outdoor Recreation 
First Row: Da.n Bremehe, Jim Stevens, Diana. Markley, (Chairman) , Mark Holden, Keith Hock. Second Row: Bob Guehne, 
Rick Dolphus, Goerge Ha.rvilla., Bob Vandas, Bob Germaine. 
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Social Committee 
First Row: Herb Turner, Ed May. Second Row: John Woracek, Clyde Dennis, Diana Markley, (Chairman). 
Public Relations 
First Row: Barry R. Eikmann, Michael D. Finch, (Chairman). Second Row: Timothy L. White, Christopher A. Kurtz, 
Greg M. Pannone. 
Grub Club 
First Row: Greg Weeis, Miner the Wonder Dog, George Dickenson. Second Row: Chris Tye, Jea.n Fischer, Tom Ha.yes, 
Keith Ra.lston, Dua.ne La.nwermeyer. Third Row: Steve Ott, Ba.rb Sha.w, Ba.rb Kirkpa.trick, Joe Ondrus, Rich Moellenburg, 
Corey Ma.rtin. Fourth Row: Doug Stone, John Smith, Steve Kneeling, Steve Brennema.n, Fred Bean, Robert Howell, Joe Howell. 
Not Pictured: Todd Davis, Da.yna Justis, Carol Scalise, Kathy Leeser, Kendall Ha.ckma.n, Norm Shioley, Breck Summerford. 
Food Committee 
First Row: Russ Swift, John Roberts, Chris Tye, Bob Naumann, Steve Jacob. Second Row: Doug Boone, Tom Conant, Scott 





Hello, and weloome to T.J. 
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T.J. 
Tbe Sha of Iran? 
t'I've got em" 
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DAVID M. ACRE 
SEYED S. AGHILI 
DOUGLAS F. ALLEN 
KIMBERLEE L. ALLISON 
M. R. AMOLEGBE 
LINDA S. ANDREWS 
MARY E . ANGERT 
ROBERT E. ARASMITH 
DEAN K. ARCHILETTI 
TIMOTHY ARMINTROUT 
KENNETH E. ARNETT 
ROBERT W. ARNOLD 
KARIM W. ASFOUR 
HARLAN R. ASHTON 
ALI ATTAI-HAMEDANI 
STEVEN H. AUTRY 
R. ANTHONY A VENA 
CLAY C. BACHMAN 
WENDELL BAKER II 
ANTHONY J. BALESTRERI 
HARLEY R . BALL 
TAMARA J. BALL 
LARRY L. BARRINGER 
BRUCE L. BARTLETT 
RUTH A. BARTLETT 
ALI N. BALLOU 
KOELLE G. BARBOUR 
ELIZABETH C. 
BARKEY 
RANDALL L . BARNARD 
JAMES A. BARTON 
KEITH L. BARTON 
MICHAEL BARTON 
GARRY D. BASKIN 
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THOMAS W. BATES 
FRED L. BEAN 
MARGARET M. 
BECHER 
ROBIN L. BECHTOLD 





DAVID C. BELDEN 
LAWRENCE W. BELL 
ELIZABETH A. 
BELLIS 
THOMAS R. BENDER 
DEBRA A. BENE 
THOMAS D. BENIGNUS 
JAMES E. BENNETT 
MARTHA A. BENNETT 
MICHAEL W. BENNETT 
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REGINALD H. BENTON 





BRIAN J. BEYER 
SHARON D. BIDDLE 
JOE J. BIERSCHWALL 
WALTER R. BILGRAM 
DANIEL L. BINZ 




DENNIS F. BOLL 
P. DANIEL BOOHER 
JAMES BOSCH JR. 
BRIAN D. BOWEN 
KEVIN P. BOYER 
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ROGER L. BOYER 
VICKI E. BRADHAM 
GREGORY A. BRANCH 
GERI K. BRAUN 
ALAN R. BREIGHT 
RODNEY K. BREUER 
WILBERT 
BREWTON JR. 
LEAH I . BRIGGEMAN 
REBECCA L. 
BROCKMAN 
ALAN H. BROOK 
KENT D. BROSS 
CYNTHIA L. BROWER 
BRADLEY A. BROWN 
JOHN K. BROWN 




MARK A. BRUNER 
DANNY T. BRYANT 
RONALD 
BUECHLEIN JR. 
ERIK D. BURGDORF 
MICHAEL R. BYNUM 
BRYAN E. BYRD 
WOLFGANG S. 
CAMPBELL 




MARK D. CARTER 
DARRELL R. CASE 
JOHN T. CASEY 
EUGENE A. CERNEY 
MUHAMMAD J . 
CHALID 





RONALD E. CHOATE 
KATARZYNA 
CHRISTENSON 
GARY D. CLARK 
KEVIN B. CLARKIN 
PEGGY S. COBB 
DONALD M. COLEMAN 
DOREEN K. COLEMAN 
SCOTT G. COLEMAN 
ARTHUR L. COLLINS 
DIANA L. COLLINS 
CELIA V. CONRAD 
PATRIC~ J . CONROY 
CHRISTOPHER C. 
COOK 
JONATHAN E. COOK 
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WILBON L. COOPER 
WILLIAM L. COPPOC 
PATRICK A. 
COSTELLO 
SHARON R. COTNER 
LOIS A. COTTON 
RONALD W. COULTER 
JOSEPH A. CRIDER 
MICHAEL P. CRISTE 
ERIC J. CROMER 
THOMAS L. CRUMP 
CRAIG R. CULP 
ROBERT E. CULVER 
KRISTY K. DAILY 
FRANCIS V. DANZO 
MARILYN S. DAUM 
ROBERT D. DAVINROY 
JAMES R. DAVIS 
THOMAS G. DEGONIA 
ROBIN R. DEISTER 
JAMES G. DEKEN 
DAVID G. DENISON 
MICHAEL 
DEPASQUALE 





DUANE L. DIERSCHOW 
KATHLEEN A. DILL 
KIRBY L. DILLER 
MARK A. DITCH 
THOMAS A. 
DITTMAIER 
MARTHA L. DIXON 
LOCH. DOAN 
DAVID M. DOPP 
KAREN M. DOWNER 
MARK D. DREWES 
RICHARD G. DULLE 
JAMES A. DYER 
JOHN R. DYKMAN 
CHRISTOPHER J . 
EALES 
JOHN F . EASH 
MARK E. ECK 
MICHAEL E. ECKARDT 
JOHN A. EDERLE 
CHRIS W. EDWALL 
BRIAN S. EDWARDS 
MICHAEL L. EHRHARD 
KENTON L. EIFFERT 
KEVIN R. EISENBEIS 
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TIMOTHY K. ELLISON 
REX E. EMBREY 
REBECCA S. ERB 




RICK A. FAHRENKROG 
JAMES M. FALLON 
BARBARA S. FEENEY 
BARRY D. FEHL 
MARYANN V. 
FELDMANN 
MARK L. FELZIEN 
LINN A. FIELD 
STEVEN J . FISCHER 
STEVEN L. FORD 
BRIAN W. FOSTER 
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RANDY C. FOSTER 
RODNEY A. FOSTER 
AGNES K. FOX 
DEBORAH A. FOY 
WILLIAM E . FRANK 
DAVID G. 
FRANKENBACH 
DIANE T. FROMM 
DWIGHT D. FULTON 
ALAN L. FUNKE 
JOSEPH J . GABRIS 
JOSE H. GARCIA 
DONALD J. GARDNER 
GAYLE B. GASKIN 
STEVEN L. GAY 
JACK F. GEERLINGS 
JANEK. GEISEL 
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DEWAYNE C. GERBER 
JAMES D. GERNER 
DAVID A. 
GERSTENKORN 
GLEN R. GETTEMEYER 
BAHMAN GHARIB 
DALE G. GILLMORE 
ROBERT A. GLADDEN 
LARRY G. GLADISH 
WILLIAM W. GLAUZ 
ROBERT A. GLOSIER 
CATHERINE L. GODBY 
KENNETH D. GOETZ 
MARGARET A. GOHN 
ROBERT E. GOODIN 
VERA J . GOODIN 
DENNIS M. GOTTMAN 
THOMAS G. GRASS 
ROBERT L. GRAY 
ANTHONY F. GRECO 
ANDREA M. GREEN 
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GARY B. GREEN 
KENNITH 0 . GREEN 
C. DOUGLAS 
GRIFFITH 
RICHARD W. GRINER 
MICHAEL W. GRONEK 
DONALD E. GUENTHER 
DAVID L. HAAKE 
JEFFREY V. HACKMAN 
KENDALL B. 
HACKMAN 
KEVIN J . HAGAN 
SHERRY L . 
HAGEMANN 
ANN M. HAGNI 
BASHIR A. HAMED 
LARRY D. HAMMOND 
THOMAS HANCOCK W 
JOHN M. HARBAUGH 
DENNIS E. HARDIN 
ANDRE R. HARNESS 
J. DOUGLAS HART 
RICHARD A. HARWIN 
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GIUSEPPA HEINECK 
MARTHA J. HEINZE 
JESSE D. HELTON 
CHARLES L. 
HENDRICKS 
DEAN P. HENEGHAN 
LINDSEY R. HENRY 
MARK A. HERR 
JOHN C. HESSE 







DARRALL R. HIRTZ 
CLARENCE 
HODGE JR. 




JOHN G. HOFFMAN 
THERESA A. HOGREBE 
JON M. HOLDMAN 
JOSEPH H. HOLLIS 
LINDY L . HOLMES 
WILLIAM 
HOLMES JR. 
RAMONA A. HOOKER 
H . KENNETH HOSP 
KINLEIGH J . HROVAT 
TERRY R. HUBER 
LINDA J . HUDGENS 
HOWARD L . HUGO 
MARIBETH A. 
HUMPHREY 
RICHARD F . 
HUMPHRE YS 
RANDALL W. JAMESON 




SYLVESTER A. JOAN 
KARL C. JOERN 
STEPHEN C. JOHNSON 
THEODIS JOHNSON 
MICHAEL J. JOINER 
C. KEVIN JONES 
DWIGHT D. JONES 
MARK A. JONES 
RALPH C. JONES 
STEVEN D. JONES 
JEFFREY J . JOST 
VINCENT S. JOURNEY 
DAYNA K. JUSTUS 
WALID M. KAAKANI 
GREGORY M. KAISER 
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TODD J . 
KALCHBRENNER 
IN-CHUL KANG 
ROBERT D. KARP 
JOHN G. KASTELIC 
RUSSELL D. KEENEY 
MICHAEL W. KEITH 
JAMES D. KELLEY 
RANDAL D. KEMPF 
MARK A. KINCY 
DAVID C. KING 
MICHAEL S. KING 
THOMAS A. KING 
ELMER A. KLAVETTER 
DAVID J . KLEIN 
MICHAEL G. KLUMP 
JANET M. KNOBBE 
ROBERT K. KORNEGAY 
RONALD F. KOSMAN 
STEVE A. KOVAC 
JAMES D. KRAFFT 
PAUL W. KRAMER 
JOHN J. KRAUS 
PAUL D. KRETER 
JAMES T. KUHLMAN 
STEVEN E. KURTZ 
LEONORE A. KUTILEK 
ANDREW S. LAIN 
KENT LARKINS 
JAMES R. LATTEMAN 
RICHARD D. LAWSON 
QUYEN C. LE 
TUAN A. LE 
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SUSAN A. LEACH 
GERALD A. LEE 
KATHRYN A. LEESER 
ROBERT B. LEGGETT 
CHARLES W. 
LEIBRANDT 
RANDY 0 . LEPPANEN 
MYRIAM LEVENSON 
JOAN P . LEVICK 
SHARON L. LEWIS 
STEVEN L. 
LIGHTBODY 
JAMES B. LIGHTLE 
FU-RUONG LIN 
MARK G. LIPPE 
TERRY L . LOESCH 
MARY E. LOHMANN 
RAYMOND A. LOPEZ 
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ROBERTO J. LOPEZ 
MARK V. LOUGH 
RICHARD T. LOUIS 
ROBERT W. 
LOVINGGOOD 
JAMES D. LUCAS 
DOUGLAS A. 
LUKENBILL 
CRAIG E. LUNTE 
ROBIN R. LUTHER 
ROBERT J. LYLE 
JOY A. MADSEN 
MARK R. MADSEN 
RICHARD L. 
MAGINNIS 




PAUL L. MANOCCHIO 
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BLANCA DE MABSANO 
DAVID P. MARSANO 
CAROLE R. MARTIN 
JAMES A. MARTIN 
JAMES J . MASSMANN 
BERNARD E. McBRYAN 
MICHAEL T . McCALL 
RICK F . McCALL 
ROBERT C. McCANN 
DAVID A. 
McCLINTOCK 
ERNIE C. McDANIEL 
DAVID J . McELHINEY 
CHARLES M. McENIRY 




KIMMIE F. McGINNIS 
MERRILY A. McGOWAN 
LESLIE L. MciNTYRE 
GERARD W. 
McKERVEY 
ELIZABETH A. McVEY 
JOSEPH S. MEACHUM 
ALAN D. MEANS 
JOHN M. MENKHUS 
DARRELL METCALFE 
HARLEN D. MEYER 
STEPHEN W. MILKS 
BRUCE V. MILLER 
DARREL L. MILLER 
DEAN MILLER 
JEFFREY L. MILLER 
KENNETH L. MILLER 
LEON MILLER JR. 
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SHARON L. MILLER 
MARTIN J. MILLMAN 
MATTHEW J. MILLS 
JAMES F . MINEAR 
ROBERT D. MINOR 
NASSER MOHAMMAD! 
RUSSELL R. MONING 
DOUGLAS N. MONNIG 
CHARLES H. MOORE 
DAWN A. MOORE 
ANTONIO MORA 
JAMES J. MORIARITY 
CATHERINE S. 
MORRIS 
ROGER C. MORRIS 
KENNETH L. MORTON 




BRIAN D. MOYER 
EARL 
MUEHLFARTH JR. 
MARK N. MUELLER 
MARK A. MANKIVIL 
LUIS A. NAVARRO 
JOHN J . NELSON 
WILLIAM D. 
NEUNSINGER 
LONG D. NGUYEN 
RANDEE L. NICHOLAS 
JOHN S. NICHOLS 
PENNIE A. NICHOLS 
WILLIAM J . NIX 
RICHARD R. NIXON 
CHARLES NORMAN JR. 
CHRISTOPHER W. 
NORRIS 
ROBERT M. NOVAK 
STEVEN B. NULL 
ROBERT C. NUNNALLY 
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U. STEVE NWAIWU 
KEVIN R. 
O'SULLIVAN 
CHRYSANTHUS J . 
OBOT 
JOSEPH ONDRUS JR. 
KEITH D. OSBORN 
STEPHEN A. OTT 
JAMES D. OURSLER 
RONALD E. OVERTON 
MARY E. OXFORD 
VICTOR M. PACE 
JOHN C. PAGAN 
SCOTT A. PALMER 
DAVID A. PARKS 
STEVEN L. PARKS 
MICHAEL S. PARSONS 
CHARLOTTE S. 
PAVELKA 
SUSAN V. PAYNE 
ROBERT D. PEAVLER 
WENDELL M. PERKINS 
MICHAEL J . PERRY 
JO-ANN M. PESICH 
MIKE L. PETERSEN 
TIMOTHY S. 
PETERSON 
TIMOTHY W. PETTUS 
KENNETH E. PEVELER 
MY Q. PHAN 
JOHN J. PITTS 
JACKIE K. PLEIS 
GERALD D. POETTKER 
MICHAEL J. POMEROY 
LINDA M. PONZER 
JEFFREY L. PORTER 
TED E. PORTER 
SUSAN H. POTTHAST 
CAROL A. POTZMANN 
EVA J. POWELL 
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TERRY A. PRESLEY 
CLAYTON E. PRICE 
RICHARD C. PROEHL 
JAMES S. PURTLE 
TERRENCE R. QUIOK 
JENNIFER J . 
QUIGLEY 
KEVIN D. RACKLEY 
CARMEN M. RAMOS 
STEVEN B. RAMSEY 
BRIAN E. RASCH 
JOHN K. REED 
RHONDA L. REED 
STEVEN M. REEL 
LON E. REHKOP 
JANET L. REITER 
MARK D. RHODES 
3ot5 
MICHAEL B. RICHEY 
MARJORIE L. 
RIGGINS 
JANET M. RIMMEY 
DOUGLAS W. 
RINEHART 
CRAIG W. ROBERTSON 





JOHN J . RONAN 
DANIEL C. ROSE 
WILLIAM J . ROSENER 
JOHN D. ROTRAMEL 
JOSEPH D. ROUSE 
STEVEN A. RUETHER 
THOMAS R. RUF 
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GARY T . RUNGE 
LEE A. RUPPERT 
DONALD L. SAETTEL 
BARRY E. SAGE 
MOHAMMAD SAID! 
METIN SAKARCAN 
LINA M. SALINAS 
CAROL A. SCALISE 
MARK C. SCAMABORN 
JOHN C. SCANLON 





MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 
ROBERT M. 
SCHNEIDER 
JOHN SCHOFIELD JR. 
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PETER C. SCHOLTES 
KATHY L. SCHROER 
STEPHEN J. 
SCHUBERT 
SANDRA L. SCOTT 
GARY L. SEDLACEK 
CHERYL M. SEEGER 
BRIAN E. SELEY 
CHARLES J. SHARKUS 
NEAL A. SHEARER 
JEFFREY W. SHEETS 
RUSSELL C. SHIPMAN 
JERRY W. SHIRLEY 
ROBERT A. SHUMATE 
THOMAS M. SIEGEL 
DONALD A. SIEVERS 
DAVID W. SIMAC 
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PETER J . SIMMONS 
STEPHEN W. 
SIMMONS 
RICHARD L. SITES 
ANDREW L. SMITH 
DAVID L. SMITH 
DEEDRA M. SMITH 
JOSEPH A. SMITH 
KENNETH C. SMITH 
MARK S. SMITH 
BRIAN K. SNYDER 
DUANE N. SNYDER 
PAULA A. SNYDER 
ALAN J . SOMMERER 
CHAE Y. SONG 
STEVEN J . SONTAG 
KEITH A. SPALDING 
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BRENT G. SPARKS 
ROBERT N. STABO 
DAVID W. STAHL 
MARTIN STAPLES JR. 
JAMES E . STECK 
STEPHEN G. STEELE 





KEITH D. STRASSNER 
DENNIS J . STRUEMPH 
ROGERT B. STUART 
MICHAEL P . SUDA 
MARK D. 
SUELLENTROP 
THOMAS J. SULLIVAN 
BRECK E . 
SUMMERFORD 
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LEONARD J . 
SWEDERSKE 
DON R. SWIFT 
JOHN R. SWINSON 
THERESA D. TALTY 
GERALD M. TARR 
JAMES R. TAYLOR 
ANDREW TA YON JR. 
BRIAN J . TEPPER 
JOSEPH L. THEBEAU 
JEFFREY L . 
THEERMAN 
SHERI J . THOMAS 
DAVID B. THOMPSON 




J . LARRY THURMAN 





GARY A. TIMM 
BAY V. TRAN 
JOHN P. TRILLER 
JOHN R. TROUSDALE 
RODNEY E. 
TURNBOUGH 
SUSANNA I. TURNER 
HAROLD J. TWYFORD 
ANIEKAN E. UDORO 
JOHN L. UPCHURCH 
ROBERT E. VANDAS 
EDUARDO E. VASQUEZ 
FRANCESCO VENNER! 
GLEN K. VERMETTE 
STUART G. VESSER 
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MARK G. VIOX 
JAMES C. VOGAN 
MATTHEW F . VOGEL 
LANNY D. VOIGHT 
JAMES A. VOLKER 
SCOTT S. VOLLMAR 
STEPHEN R. WACHTEL 
CATHERINE A. 
WAGNER 
LINDA M. WAGNER 
DANIEL C. WALDEN 
MARK D. WALZ 
TSANG-CHI WANG 
STEPHEN P. WARD 
KEVIN D. WATSON 
DAVID L . WEAVER 
LARRY J . WEBER 
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PHILLIP L. WEBSTER 
GREG A. WEEKS 
SCOTT C. WEHNER 
FRANK J . WERNER 
WILLIAM D. WERRIES 
JAMES L. WESSEL 
KEITH 
WESSELSCHMIDT 
MICHAEL L. WEST 
STEVEN R. 
WESTERHOUSE 
JAMES E . WESTERMAN 
BRIAN A. WESTRICH 
LAWRENCE W. 
WETZEL 
MICHAEL H. WHEELER 
JOHN W. WHITE 




KEVIN D. WIESE 
ROBERT J . WILLE 
FORREST R. 
WILLIAMS 
TIM A. WILLIAMS 
TODD K. WILLIAMS 
MARK E. WILSEY 
CHRISTOPHER L. 
WILSON 
DALE W. WILSON 
JIM L. WILSON 
MARK A. WINNETT 
MARY E. 
WISSMUELLER 
LAWRENCE D. WOLF 
THOMAS M. WOLF 
YOKE C. WONG 
DONALD A. WORTHAM 
DAVID R. WYATT 
DICK R. WYATT 
RANDY P. YAKEY 
TERRY L. YOTTER 
BRADFORD D. YOUNG 
STEPHEN L. ZIGRYE 
KENNETH M. 
ZIMMERMAN 
STEPHEN J . ZUISS 




DAVID M. ACRE - Electrical Engineering; Pi Kappa Alpha, 
NSPE, IEEE, Karate Club 
SEYED S. AGHILI - Electrical Engineering 
DOUGLAS F. ALLEN- Geological Engineering; Association 
of Engineering Geologists 
KIMBERLEE L. ALLISON - Economics, Engineering 
Management; Kappa Delta, Alpha Phi Omega, SUB, Pi 
Kappa Alpha Little Sisters 
M. R. AMOLEGBE - Mining Engineering 
LINDA S. ANDREWS - Mechanical Engineering; KMNR, 
SWE, ASME 
MARY E. ANGERT - Mechanical Engineering 
ROBERT E. ARASMITH - Electrical Engineering; Rollamo 
(Editor in Chief), Kappa Sigma, IEEE, Beta Chi Sigma, 
RRFP A, WOEEE, KMNR, Circle K, Student Publication 
Board 
DEAN K. ARCHILETTI - Electrical Engineering 
TIMOTHY ARMINTROUT- Electrical Engineering; IEEE, 
UMR Amateur Radio Club, UMR Photo Club (President) 
KENNETH E. ARNETT - Physics; Sigma Pi Sigma, Society 
of Physics Students, MSM Climbing Club, Physics 
Department Creekball 
ROBERT W. ARNOLD - Electrical Engineering; Tau Beta 
Pi (President, Vice President, Cataloguer), Eta Kappa Nu 
(President, Treasurer), Blue Key, Kappa Mu Epsilon, Delta 
Sigma Phi, Intercollegiate Knights, SUB, IEEE 
KARIM W. ASFOUR- Civil Engineering; ASCE, Organiza-
tion of Arab Students (President) 
HARLAN R. ASHTON - Civil Engineering; Tau Beta Pi, Chi 
Epsilon, Phi Eta Sigma, ASCE, Phi Kappa Phi, RHA 
(Governor) 
ALI ATTAI-HAMEDANI - Engineering Management; MSS 
STEVEN H. AUTRY - Computer Science 
R. ANTHONY A VENA - Electrical Engineering; Beta Sigma 
Psi (President, Vice President, Treasurer), Blue Key 
(Editor), APO (President, Vice President), HKN, IEEE, 
SAE, IK, Rock Climbing Club 
CLAY C. BACHMAN - Chemical Engineering; AICHE 
WENDELL BAKER II - Aerospace Engineering; AIAA 
ANTHONY J. BALESTRERI - Mechanical Engineering; 
SAE, ASME 
HARLEY R. BAL.L - Electrical Engineering; Sigma Phi 
Epsilon (Chaplain), Tau Beta Pi, Phi Eta Sigma, SUB 
TAMARA J. BALL- Civil Engineering; SWE, ASCE, Alpha 
Phi Omega, Zeta Tau Alpha 
ALI N. BALLOU - Electrical Engineering; IEEE, AlEE, 
Campus Club 
KOELLE G. BARBOUR - Civil Engineering; ASCE 
ELIZABETH C. BARKEY - Engineering Management; Tau 
Beta Pi, EMA-AIIE, Varsity Basketball, Varsity Softball, 
Association of Women Students, SWE 
RANDALL L. BARNARD- Petroleum Engineering; Varsity 
Basketball, SPE, M-Olub 
LARRY L. BARRINGER- Chemical Engineering; AICHE 
BRUCE L. BARTLETT - Nuclear Engineering; ANS 
RUTH A. BARTLETT - Chemistry; Zeta Tau Alpha, Phi Eta 
Sigma, ACS 
JAMES A. BARTON - Mining Engineering; SME 
KEITH L. BARTON - Petroleum Engineering; SUB, Triangle 
MICHAEL BARTON - Engineering Management; Society of 
Petroleum Engineers, Engineering Management Association 
GARRY D. BASKIN- Computer Science; Upsilon Pi Epsilon 
THOMAS W. BATES - Aerospace Engineering; Sigma 
Gamma Tau (Vice Chairman), AIAA (Secretary) 
FRED L. BEAN - Civil Engineering; Phi Eta Sigma, ASCE, 
Student Council (Referendum Chairman), Grub Club, TJHA 
(Special Interests Committee) 
MARGARET M. BECHER - Mechanical Engineering; ASME, 
SWE, Intercollegiate Knights (Recorder), 4WS, Varsity 
Volleyball 
ROBIN L. BECHTOLD - Chemical Engineering; Tau Beta 
Pi, Omega Chi Epsilon, Phi Eta Sigma, AICHE, APO 
CRAIG A. BECK - Mining Engineering; SME, Campus Club, 
Varsity Rifle Team 
DANIEL BECKERLE JR. - Mining Engineering; AI?\11 
Interfraternity Council (President), Intramural Managla 
Association (President, Secretary-Treasurer), Theta. '}a~ 
Omega (Corresponding Secretary), Tau Kappa Epss 
(Chaplain, Sergeant at Arms) 
GREGORY BEILSTEIN - Chemical Engineering; AICIC( 
Omega Chi Epsilon, Intramural Managers Association, Gil, 
(Governor) 
DAVID C. BELDEN - Petroleum Engineering; Societyue 
Petroleum Engineers 
LAWRENCE W. BELL - Delta Sigma Phi (President), 
Tau Sigma, ASME, Circle K (Vice President, Plee•) 
Trainer), Gamma Alpha Delta, Intercollegiate Kniglg 
Kappa Kappa Psi, University Bands, National Societyty 
Professional Engineers 
ELIZABETH A. BELLIS - Nuclear Engineering; Nuclc.c 
Engineering Honor Society (President), American Nuclei.. 
Society. (Treasurer), Intramural Sports, UMR Scuba CJa. 
(Secretary) 
THOMAS R. BENDER - Mechanical Engineering; Student 
Council, Wesley Foundation, Society of Automotive Engineers 
DEBRA A. BENE - Engineering Management; Kappa Delta 
(House Manager, Intramural Manager, Chaplain), Varsity 
Volleyball, EMA-AIIE, Daughters of Diana. 
THOMAS D. BENIGNUS - Electrical E.ngineerlng; IEEE 
JAMES E. BENNETT - Electrical Engineering; UMR Target 
Pistol Club (Treasurer), UMR Intercollegiate Bowling Team 
MARTHA A. BENNETT - Chemistry, Life Science 
MICHAEL W. BENNETT - Engineering Management; Sigma 
Phi Epsilon, Engineering Management Association (Treas-
urer), Theta Tau Omega, Varsity Baseball, M-Club, APO, 
Intramural Manager's Association 
REGINALD H. BENTON - Civil Engineering; ASCE 
(Corresponding Secretary, President), MATES (Intramural 
Manager), GDI 
BARRY A. BERESIK - Chemical Engineering; American 
Institute of Chemical Engineers, GDI, Trap & Skeet Club 
WILFRED BERESWILL JR. - Civil Engineering; ASCE. 
MATES 
GREGORY E. BERTOGLIO - Civil Engineering; ASCE 
BRIAN J. BEYER - Civil Engineering; ASCE, Tech Engine 
Club (Clerk, Secretary of Treasury, Intramural Sports) 
SHARON D. BIDDLE - Chemical Engineering; Basketball 
Cheerleaders; ABS (Secretary) , AIOHE, MEP, NSBPE 
JOE J. BIERSCHW AL - Engineering Management; Sigma 
Phi Epsilon (Intramural Manager, Ugly Man) , EMA-AIIE 
(Treasurer, Vice President, President), Theta Tau Omega 
(Calendar Chairman), Intramural Manager's Association 
(Vice President, President), Student Union Board 
WALTER R. BILGRAM - Civil Engineering; ASCE, RHA, 
Resident Assistant 
DANIEL L. BINZ - Geology, Geological Engineering; Phi 
Kappa Theta (Vice President, Assistant Steward) , AEG, 
AAPG, SUB 
ANGELO J. BIRMINGHAM- Electrical Engineering; IEEE, 
GDI 
LAWRENCE K. BLEIKAMP - Mechanical Engineering; Tau 
Beta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi, Student Council 
DENNIS F. BOLL - Geological Engineering; Spelunker's 
Club, Astronomy Club, Phi Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi 
P. DANIEL BOOHER - Civil Engineering; ASCE, Raiders, 
Resident Assistant, Rollamo Staff 
JAMES BOSCH JR. - Mechanical Engineering; Intramural 
Football, GDI, ASME, SAE, SME, Engineers Club of St. 
Louis, Student Research Assistant 
BRIAN D. BOWEN - Mechanical Engineering; Varsity 
Cross-Country, Track 
KEVIN P. BOYER - Computer Science; ACM 
ROGER L. BOYER - Nuclear and Mechanical Engineering; 
Beta Sigma Psi (2nd Vice President, Rush Chairman, 
Treasurer), Blue Key National Honor Fraternity (President, 
Treasurer), Interfraternity Council (Secretary), Circle K 
(President, Vice President, Secretary) , Beta Chi Sigma, 
Theta Tau Omega, American Nuclear Society, ASME 
VICKI E. BRADHAM - Chemical Engineering; Student Union 
Board (Fine Arts Committee), GDI (Secretary), RHA 
(Governor) , Alpha Chi Sigma (Assistant Treasurer and 
Treasurer), AICHE, Intramural Volleyball, Soccer, Basket-
ball, Softball, A WS 
GREGORY A. BRANCH - Chemical Engineering; AICHE, 
Intramural Sports 
GERI K. BRAUN - Civil Engineering; Kappa Delta (Editor), 
Student Union Board, ASCE, Intramurals, Sig Ep Little 
Sisters 
ALAN R. BREIGHT - Electrical Engineering; IEEE, Eta 
Kappa Nu, Phi Kappa Phi 
RODNEY K. BREUER - Civil Engineering; ASOE, 
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship 
WILBERT BREWTON JR. - Electrical Engineering; 
Minority Engineering Program, Student Union Board, 
Aasooiation of Black Students, IEEE, National Society of 
Black En.gineers, National Fund for Minority Engineers 
Scholarship 
LEAH I. BRIGGEMAN - Psychology; Psychology Club, Psi 
Chi, SSSAC, Helix 
REBECCA L. BROOKMAN - Petroleum Engineering; Kappa 
Delta Sorority (President, Secretary) , Society of Petroleum 
Engineers, GAD, Daughters of Lee (Vice President) , Student 
Union Board Committees (Hospitality and Outdoor 
Recreation) 
ALAN B . BROOK • Mechanical Engineering 
KENT D. BROSS - Mechanical Engineering; Sigma Pl. IFC, 
ASME 
CYNTHIA L. BROWER - Computer Science; Crescents of 
Lambda Chi Alpha (Vice President) , Circle K (Lt. Governor, 
Vice President, Treasurer), ACM. Delta Zeta Sorority, 
Foreign Language Honor Fraternity 
BRADLEY A. BROWN - Electrical Engineering; UMR 
Motorcycle Club 
JOHN K. BROWN - CivU Engineering; ASOE 
THOMAS P. BROWNELL - Computer Science; University 
Band, Sigma Pi Fraternity (Treasurer) 
BARBARA BRUEGGEMANN - Engineering Management; 
Tau Beta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi, Engineering Management 
Association, American Institute of Industrial Engineers 
MARK A. BRUNER - Mechanical Engineering 
DANNY T. BRYANT - Electrical Engineering; Phi Kappa 
Phi, Tau Beta Pi, Eta Kappa Nu, IEEE, WEEE Radio Club 
RONALD BUECHLEIN JR. -Electrical Engineering; IEEE 
ERIK D. BURGDORF- Computer Science; Beta Sigma Psi 
(1st Vice President, Steward, Corresponding Secretary) . 
Upsilon Pi Epsilon, Intercollegiate Knights 
MICHAEL R. BYNUM - Mechanical Engineering; Tau Kappa 
Epsilon (Rush Chairman), Interfraternity Council, APO. 
GAD, ASME, NSPE (Secretary, Treasurer) , ASHRAE 
BRYAN E. BYRD- Ceramic Engineering; American Ceramic 
Society, Keramos (President) 
WOLFGANG S. CAMPBELL - Nuclear Engineering; Order 
of the Engineer 
BRIAN L. CARLSON - Mechanical Engineering; Phi Kappa 
Phi, Pi Tau Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, ASME 
ANDRES CARRIZOSA - Electrical Engineering; IEEE, lSA, 
VSA, NSPE, ICSS 
MATTHEW B. CARROLL - Mechanical Engineering; RHA, 
St. Pat's Board, ASME 
MARK D. CARTER - Nuclear Engineering; Tau Beta Pi, Phi 
Kappa Phi, ANS (Treasurer) 
DARRELL R. CASE - Mechanical Engineering; Student 
Union Board, GDI, Tech Engine Club 
JOHN T. CASEY • Chemical Engineering; AICHE, Omega 
Chi Epsilon 
EUGENE A. CERNEY - Economics 
MUHAMMAD J . CHALID - Mining Engineering; SME, 
Campus Club, International Student Club 
ROBERT S. CHAMBERS • Civil Engineering; ASCE, lTE 
JACQUELYN D. CHAPMAN - Electrical Engineering; NSBE, 
ASB (Secretary) , Intramurals Softball, MEP 
RONALD OHARLEVILLE - Mechanical Engineering; Tech 
Engine Club, Society of Automotive Engineers 
RONALD E. CHOATE - Electrical Engineering; Varsity Golf, 
Jazz Band, Marching Band, KK4 
KATARZYNA CHRISTENSON - Chemistry 
GARY D. CLARK - Mechanical Engineering; SAE, ASME, 
ASH RAE 
KEVIN B. CLARKIN - Mechanical Engineering; Triangle 
Fraternity 
PEGGY S. COBB - Engineering Management; Intercollegiate 
Knights (Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer), Wesley 
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Foundation, AICHE, EMA, AilE, Daughters of Lee 
(Treasurer, Historian) 
DONALD M. COLEMAN - Civil Engineering; ASCE, Campus 
Club, GDI, Intramural Sports 
DORREEN K. COLEMAN - Psychology 
SCOTT G. COLEMAN - Electrical Engineering; Eta. Kappa. 
Nu, IEEE, UMR Frisbee Club 
ARTHUR L. COLLINS - Civil Engineering; ASCE, RHA (Lt. 
Governor) , Intramural Sports 
DIANA L. COLLINS - Chemical Engineering; AICHE, 
Intercollegiate Knights, Intramural Manager , GDI 
CELIA V. CONRAD - Mechanical Engineering; ASME, 
Intramural Tennis 
PATRICK J. CONROY- Civil Engineering; American Society 
of Civil Engineers, UMR Cycling Club (Secretary) 
CHRISTOPHER C. COOK - Petroleum Engineering; Society 
of Petroleum Engineers, Varsity Swimming Team, Sigma Pi 
Fraternity 
JONATHAN E. COOK - Electrical Engineering; Theatre 
Guild, Eta Kappa Nu, Phi Kappa Phi 
WILBON L. COOPER - Electrical Engineering; ABS, 
National Fund for Minority Engineering Students Scholar, 
Minority Engineering Program 
WILLIAM L. COPPOC - Petroleum Engineering; Sigma Nu 
Fraternity (Commander, Lt. Commander, Recorder, Pledge 
Marshall), Circle K (President, Vice President, Secretary), 
Pi Epsilon Tau, SPE, APO. M-Club, Varsity Track, Blue Key 
PATRICK A. COSTELLO - Mechanical Engineering; Varsity 
Soccer Team, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 
Society of Automotive Engineers, Resident Hall Association 
(House Secretary-Treasurer) 
SHARON R. COTNER - Engineering Management; EMA, 
AilE 
LOIS ANN COTTON - Engineering Management; RHA 
(Board of Governors) , Wesley (State Board, Upperclass 
Representative) , University and Madrigal Choirs 
RONALD W. COULTER - Engineering Management; Beta 
Sigma Psi (2nd Vice President) , American Academy of 
Mechanics (President, Vice President, Treasurer, Secre-
tary), Society of Automotive Engineers 
JOSEPH A. CRIDER - Mathematics, Computer Science; Phi 
Eta Sigma., Kappa Mu Epsilon, Wesley, Campus Club 
MICHAEL P. CRISTE - Mechanical Engineering; Society of 
Automotive Engineers, Alpha Phi Omega, Tau Kappa Epsilon 
ERIC J . CROMER - Mechanical Engineering; Pi Kappa 
Alpha; ASME (President) , SAE, Christian Science 
Organization 
THOMAS L. CRUMP - Civil Engineering; ASCE 
CRAIG R. CULP - Mechanical Engineering; SAE, ASME, 
Kappa Kappa Psi (Treasurer) 
ROBERT E. CULVER- Electrical Engineering; Tech Engine 
Club, IEEE, Wesley 
KRISTY K. DAILY - Geological Engineering; Association of 
Engineering Geologists, Society of Petroleum Engineers, 
Kappa Delta. Sorority, Student Council, Society of Women 
Engineers, Daughters of Lee 
FRANK V. DANZO - Engineering Management; Who's Who, 
Blue Key, EMA, Kappa Sigma (Recording Secretary) , Alpha 
Phi Omega (2nd Vice President, President), Interfraternity 
Council (Vice President) 
MARILYN S. DAUM - Computer Science; Phi Kappa Phi, 
Tau Beta Pi, Phi Eta Sigma., ACM, Psych Club, Intramural 
Volleyball and Track 
ROBERT D. DA VINROY - Civil Engineering 
JAMES R. DAVIS - Mining Engineering 
THOMAS G. DEGONIA - Mining Engineering; Phi Kappa. 
Theta. (Exec. Council Rep.) , Intramural Track and Tennis, 
SME 
ROBIN DEISTER - Geological Engineering; AEG (Vice 
President) 
JAMES G. DEKEN - Electrical Engineering 
DAVID G. DENISON - Mechanical Engineering 
MICHAEL DEPASQUALE - Chemical Engineering; Phi Eta 
Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, AICHE, Varsity Cross Count ry, Varsity 
Tra.ck 
HENRY DESHAZO II - Geological Engineering; Association 
of Engineering Geologists (Secretary) , Tau Beta Pi, Phi 
Kappa Phi 
GEORGE R. DICKINSON - Engineering Management; Beta 
Chl Sigma (Secretary, Treasurer) , Thomas Jefferson 
Executive Council, Tau Beta Pi 
CINDI L. DIEDRICH - Geological Engineering; Kappa. Delta 
Sorority, Pa.nhellenic Council, Student Union Board, Tau 
Beta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi, Little Sisters of Pi Kappa. Alpha 
(Treasurer), Alpha Phi Omega, SWE 
DUANE L. DIERSCHOW - Ceramic Engineering; Student 
Council, Kera.mos (Vice President) , Student Conduct 
Committee, Blood Drive Chairman, American Ceramic 
Society, Intramurals 
KATHLEEN DILL - Computer Science; Kappa Delta 
Sorority, Upsilon Pi Epsilon, Association of Computing 
Machinery, Student Union Board, Panhellenic, Intra.murals 
KIRBY L. DILLER - Electrical Engineering; KMNR (Public 
Relations, Music Director, Chief Engineer, Disc J ockey) , 
MSM Spelunkers Club (Club Store) 
MARK A. DITCH - Civil Engineering; ASCE, Intramural 
Softball, GDI 
THOMAS A. DITTMAIER - Civil Engineering; ASCE 
(Recording Secretary) Chi . Epsilon, Tau Beta Pi 
MARTHA L. DIXON - Engineering Mechanics; Who's Who, 
Blue Key National Honor Society (Vice President, 
Leadership Forum Chairman) , Chi Omega (Vice President) , 
Sigma. Chi Omega. (President) , Student Union Board, Society 
of Women Engineers, Crescents of Lambda. Chi Alpha 
(Pledge Trainer), TJHA (Floor President) , Phi Eta Sigma, 
GAD 
LOC H. DOAN - Petroleum Engineering; SPE, Vietnamese 
Association 
DAVID M. DOPP - Mining Engineering; Associat ion of 
Married Students (President and Vice President) , St. Pat's 
Board, Society of Mining Engineers of AIME 
KAREN M. DOWNER - Chemical Engineering; Missouri 
Miner Staff (Features Editor) , Omega Chl Epsilon, 
Daughters of Diana (Treasurer) , TJHA Executive Council 
(Floor President) 
MARK D. DREWES - Aerospace Engineering; Beta. Sigma. 
Psi, AIAA, SESA 
RICHARD G. DULLE - Electrical Engineering; Kappa Sigma 
Fraternity 
JAMES A. DYER - Mechanical Engineering; ASME 
JOHN R. DYKMAN - Aerospace and Civil Engineering; 
Campus Club, AIAA (Chairman, Secretary), KME, Sigma 
Gamma Tau (Treasurer), Tau Beta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi 
CHRISTOPHER J. EALES - Civil Engineering; ASCE 
JOHN F. EASH - Aerospace Engineering; Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Fraternity (President, Vice President, Rush Chairman), 
Theta Tau Omega Professional Engineering Fraternity 
(President), Intercollegiate Knights, Sport Parachute Club, 
AIAA 
MARK E. ECK - Mechanical Engineering; American Society 
of Mechanical Engineers, Pi Tau Sigma 
MICHAEL E. ECKARDT - Civil Engineering; ASCE, 
Concrete Canoe Committee, ROTC Scholarship Winner (2 
years) 
JOHN A. EDERLE - Chemical Engineering; AIChE, Rolla 
Distributors (President), Kappa Sigma Fraternity (Pledge 
Trainer) 
CHRIS W. EDWALL - Electrical Engineering; Student 
Union Board (General Lectures Committee), Scuba Club, 
IEEE 
BRIAN S. EDWARDS - Mechanical Engineering; Tau Kappa 
Epsilon (Secretary), Theta Tau Omega, Alpha Phi Omega., 
Student Council, Pi Tau Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Missouri Miner 
(Assistant Sports Editor), Society of Automotive Engineers 
MICHAEL L. EHRHARD - Mechanical Engineering 
KENTON L. EIFFERT - Electrical Engineering; Varsity 
Baseball, Tech Engine Club 
KEVIN R. EISENBEIS - Civil Engineering; Ta.u Beta Pi, Chi 
Epsilon, ASCE, Sigma. Phi Epsilon (Chaplain, Asst. 
Comptroller) 
TIMOTHY K. ELLISON - Chemical Engineering; AIChE, Tau 
Beta Pi, Omega Chi Epsilon, Phi Kappa. Phi 
REX E. EMBREY - Chemical Engineering 
REBECCA S. ERB - Chemical Engineering; Omega. Chi 
Epsilon, AIChE (Secretary), Tau Beta. Pi (Cataloger, 
Treasurer), Phi Kappa Phi 
TIMOTHY G. ERMAN - Engineering Management; Pi 
Kappa Alpha, Theta Tau Omega (Vice President), Soccer 
Team 
NEMESIO AL ESCALONA - Petroleum Engineering, 
Venezuelan Student Association, Latin American Student 
Association, Society of P etroleum Engineers 
MOHAMMAD ESLAMY - Nuclear Engineering 
RICK A. F AHRENKROG - Civil Engineering; Sigma Nu 
(Rush Chairman, Social Chairman, SUB (Indoor Recreation) , 
ASCE 
JAMES M. FALLON - Civil Engineering; Kappa Alpha 
Order, Chi Epsilon, ASCE 
BARBARA S. FEENEY - Psychology; Greater Rolla-UMR 
Literary Society ("Southwinds" Staff), Intercollegiate 
Knights, Phi Kappa Phi, Psychology Club (Secretary) , Psi 
Chi (President) 
BARRY D. FEHL- Civil Engineering; ASCE (Corresponding 
Secretary), Carmen Baker Fan Club (President), Chi 
Epsilon, GDI-IWC Committee, UMR Rugby Club 
MARYANN V. FELDMANN - Mechanical Engineering; Pi 
Tau Sigma., ASME 
MARK L . FELZIEN - Mechanical Engineering; Pi Tau 
Sigma. 
LINN A. FIELD - Civil Engineering; Lambda Obi Alpha. 
(House Manager) , ASCE, GAD, Circle K 
STEVEN J. FISCHER - Meohanioa.l Engineering; Sigma Nu 
Fraternity (Commander, Rush Chairman) , UMR Racquet-
ball Club (President) , Alpha Phi Omega, UMR Varsity 
Swimming, ASME, Student Union Board, M-Club 
STEVEN L. FORD - Mechanical Engineering; Varsity 
Tennis, Jazz Band, Kappa Kappa. Psi Band Fraternity 
(Treasurer). American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
BRIAN W. FOSTER - Computer Science; Kappa Alpha, Beta 
Chi Sigma. (President), AOM, SUB, Cycling Club 
RANDY C. FOSTER - Mechanical Engineering 
RODNEY A. FOSTER - Electrical Engineering; HKN, Tau 
Beta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi, Electronics Hobby Club, Banquet 
Committee Chairman for HKN 
AGNES K. FOX - Ceramic Engineering; American Ceramic 
Society (President) , Keramos (Vice President) , Varsity 
Basketball 
DEBORAH A. FOY - Geological Engineering; A WS, AEG 
(Vice President) , Phi Kappa Theta Little Sister 
WILLIAM E. FRANK - Petroleum Engineering; Ta.u Kappa 
Epsilon Fraternity (Secretary, Historian, Scholarship 
Chairman) , Missouri Miner (Editor-in-chief, Managing 
Editor, Sports Editor) , Society of Petroleum Engineers, Pi 
Epsilon Tau Petroleum Engineering Honorary 
DAVID G. FRANKENBACH - Nuclear Engineering and 
Computer Science; Beta Sigma Psi (President, Secretary, 
Assistant Steward, Scholarship Chairman) , Alpha Phi 
Omega (President, Historian, Walkathon Chairman) , Blue 
Key (Secretary, Alumni Secretary) , Intercollegiate Knights 
(1st Vice President, Treasurer) , Rock Climbing, ANS, ACM 
DIANE T. FROMM - Economics; Crescents (Pledge Class 
President, Historian), Student Union Board (Outdoor 
Recreation Committee) 
DWIGHT D. FULTON - Geological Engineering; UMR 
Association of Engineering Geologists, Wesley (Intramural 
Manager, Vice President), UMR Sports Car Club 
(President) , Tau Beta. Pi Association 
ALAN J. FUNKE - Mechanical Engineering; Sigma Tau 
Gamma, ASME, SAE 
JOSEPH J. GABRIS - Metallurgical Engineering; Tau 
Kappa. Epsilon, St. Pat's Board (Page), Rugby Club 
(Captain), Theta Tau Omega., American Foundrymens 
Society, ASM-AIME, FEF, GDI, IK 
JOSE H. GARCIA - Metallurgical Engineering; Venezuelan 
Student Association, American Society for Metals, Alpha 
Sigma. Mu, Photo Club, Scuba Club 
DONALD J. GARDNER - Electrical Engineering; Sigma. Pi 
Fraternity (President, Vice President, Herald, Social 
Chairman, Scholarship Chairman) , Alpha Iota Building 
Association Board of Directors, IEEE 
GAYLE B. GASKIN - Electrical Engineering; Association for 
Black Students (Treasurer) , IEEE 
STEVEN L. GAY - Electrical Engineering; Wesley 
Foundation (Fr. Rep., Public Relations Director, Projects 
Director) , Residence Housing Association (Public Relations 
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Director), Eta Kappa Nu (Projects Director, Career Day 
Director) 
JACK F. GEERLINGS - Civil Engineering; Chi Epsilon, Tau 
Beta Pi, ASCE 
JANE K. GEISEL - Electrical Engineering; Raiders, Scuba 
Club, Campus Club, GDI 
DEWAYNE C. GERBER- Chemical Engineering; Alpha Chi 
Sigma (President, Treasurer), Sigma Nu, W. T. Schrenk 
Society, AIChE 
JAMES D. GERNER - Mechanical Engineering 
DAVID A. GERSTENKORN -Mechanical Engineering; Phi 
Kappa. Phi, Tau Beta Pi, American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers, Society of Automotive Engineers, Phi Kappa 
Theta, Dean's List 
GLEN R. GE'I'TEMEYER - Physics, Electrical Engineering; 
Burke H. Miller Scholarship Winner 
BARMAN GHARIB - Mechanical Engineering; Mechanical 
Engineering Honorary Society 
DALE G. GILLMORE - Aerospace Engineering; AIAA 
ROBERT A. GLADDEN - Mathematics; Phi Kappa Phi 
LARRY G. GLADISH - Engineering Management; ASCE, 
KMNR, SUB (Director), GDI, TEO 
WILLIAM W. GLAUZ - Civil Engineering; ASCE, TJHA, 
Intramural Sports 
ROBERT A. GLOSIER- Geological Engineering; Association 
of Engineering Geologists, Tech-Engine Club 
CATHERINE L. GODSY - Geological Engineering; 
Association of Engineering Geologists; Tau Beta Pi, Little 
Sisters of Phi Kappa Theta, Intre.murals, Society of Woman 
Engineers 
KENNETH D. GOETZ - Chemical Engineering; AIChE, Tau 
Beta Pi, Omega Chi Epsilon, Phi Eta Sigma 
MARGARET A. GOHN - Computer Science; Upsilon Pi 
Epsilon, GDI, TJHA 
ROBERT E. GOODIN - Electrical Engineering; IEEE, GDI 
VERA J. GOODIN - Psychology and History; Psi Chi 
(Secretary), Psychology Club, Student Social Sciences 
Advisory Committee 
DENNIS M. GO'I'TMAN - Electrical Engineering; Sigm.a Pi 
Fraternity (President, Vice-President, Alumni Secretary, 
Pledge Trainer) Tau Beta Pi, Eta Kappa. Nu, IEEE, Blue 
Key (Alumni Secretary), Student Union Board 
THOMAS G. GRASS - Chemical Engineering, Scuba Club 
(Vice President) 
ROBERT L. GRAY - Electrical Engineering; Marching Band, 
Pep Band, Concert Band, Chamber Wind Ensemble, Rugby 
Club 
ANTHONY F. GRECO - Electrical Engineering 
ANDREA M. GREEN - Mining Engineering; Society of 
Mining Engineers, American Institute of Mining Engineers, 
Society of Women Engineers, Kappa Delta Sorority (Press, 
Song Leader) , Alpha. Phi Omega, American Society of 
Photogrammetric and Remote Sensing Engineers, Daughters 
of Lee-Kappa Alpha Little Sisters (Historian) 
GARY B. GREEN - Electrical Engineering 
KENNETH 0. GREEN - Civil Engineering; TJHA 
(President), ASCE, Housing Advisory Board 
C. DOUGLAS GRIFFITH - Electrical Engineering 
RICHARD W. GRINER - Chemical Engineering; Phi Eta 
Sigma, AIChE, Tau Beta Pi, Omega Chi Epsilon, Phi Kappa 
Phi, Student Union Board 
MICHAEL W. GRONEK- Mining Engineering; Sigma Tau 
Gamma Fraternity, Alpha Phi Omega, Society of Mining 
Engineers 
DONALD E. GUENTHER- Chemical Engineering; RRA 
(President), AIChE, IWC, Golf Committee, Housing Advisory 
Board, Food Committee, Intramural Sports, Intradorm 
Sports 
DAVID L. HAAKE - Engineering Management; SME, EMA 
(Program Director) 
JEFFREY V. HACKMAN- Electrical Engineering; Phi Eta 
Sigma (Vice President), Eta Kappa Nu (Vice President, Lab 
Insurance Chairman), Tau Beta Pi (Vice President) , IEEE, 
Residence Hall Association (Treasurer, Governor, Lt. 
Governor), Intramural Athletics, Blue Key 
KENDALL B. HACKMAN - Mechanical Engineering; ASME 
KEVIN J. HAGAN - Chemical Engineering; American 
Institute of Chemical Engineers, Outdoor Recreation 
Committee, Dormitory Floor Vice President 
SHERRY L. HAGEMANN -Chemical Engineering; Phi Eta 
Sigma (Historian), Omega Chi Epsilon, Tau Beta Pi 
(Recording Secretary), Society of Women Engineers, AIOhE, 
Phi Kappa. Phi 
ANN M. HAGNl - Geophysics; SEG, C. L. Dae Geological 
Society (Chairman of Special Events, Vice President), IKA 
(Secretary), Wesley Foundation (In House Director), AWS, 
MSM Rock Climbers Club, SWE 
BASHIR A. HAMED - Civil Engineering 
LARRY D. HAMMOND - Mechanical Engineering; RHA 
(Governor), Pi Tau Sigma 
THOMAS HANCOCK IV- Mechanical Engineering; TAU 
Kappa. Epsilon (House Manager, House Committee 
Chairman) , ASHRAE, SAE 
JOHN M. HARBAUGH - Civil Engineering; Kappa. Alpha, 
Christian Campus House, ASCE, Intramural Manager's 
Association 
DENNIS E. HARDIN - Electrical Engineering; IEEE 
ANDRE R. HARNESS - Petroleum Engineering; Society of 
Petroleum Engineers, National Society of Black Engineers, 
Association of Black Students (Co-Chairman Black Culture 
Week), Minority Engineer Program, Intra.murals, UMR 
Karate Club 
J. DOUGLAS HART - Geological Engineering; Kappa Alpha 
Order (Treasurer), Association of Engineering Geologists, 
National Deans List 
RICHARD A. HARWIN - Aerospace Engineering; Kappa 
Alpha Order (Corresponding Secretary), Varsity Football, 
Varsity Baseball, AIAA 
GIUSEPP A REINECK - Geological Engineering 
MARTHA J. HEINZE - Chemical Engineering; Phi Eta 
Sigma (Secretary), Omega Obi Epsilon (Secretary), AIChE 
(Secretary), Student Council (Secretary), Tau Beta Pi, 
Intramural Ping Pong 
JESSE D. HELTON - Civil Engineering 
CHARLES L. HENDRICKS - Mining Engineering; SME 
DEAN P. HENEGHAN - Civil Engineering; Phi Kappa. Theta 
(Executive Vice President, Vice President, Assistant House 
Manager) , ASCE, APO 
LINDSEY R. HENRY - Civil Engineering; ASCE, Concrete 
Canoe 
MARK A. HERR - Civil Engineering; ASCE, NSPE, 
Intercollegiate Knights, Chi Epsilon Honorary Fraternity 
(Pledge Marshall) , Tau Beta Pi Honorary Association, 
Fruin-Colnon Scholarship 
JOHN C. HESSE - Chemical Engineering; AICHE, 
Professional Fraternity for Chemists and Chemical 
Engineers 
TAMMY J. HICKMAN - Chemical Engineering; Phi Eta 
Sigma, Order of the Sun, Omega Chi Epsilon, AIChE 
BARBARA A. HIERHOLZER - Electrical Engineering; 
Wesley Foundation (Public Reltions Director, In-House 
Director) Gymnastics Club (Recording Secretary) 
TIMOTHY HILDENBRAND - Geological Engineering; AEG (President, Treasurer, Secretary) , UMR Student Council, 
Campus Club, YF A 
ROGER D. HIRSCHMAN - Mechanical Engineering 
DARRALL R. HIRTZ - Civil Engineering; NSPE, ASCE 
CLARENCE HODGE, JR. - Mechanical Engineering; SAE 
ROBERT E. HODGSON - Electrical Engineering; RHA, 
IEEE, Radio Club, UMR ACUI Regional Representative in 
Table Tennis, Intramurals (Tennis, Table Tennis, Badmin-
ton) 
SANDRA M. HOELSCHER - Civil Engineering; American 
Society of Civil Engineers, SWE, Women in Engineering 
JOHN G. HOFFMAN - Mining Engineering; GDI, GDI 
Governnors, Tech-Engine Club (Steward, General Business 
Manager), IWC (Chairman) , SME-AIME 
THERESA A. HOGREBE- Mechanical Engineering; ASME, 
APO, SWE, Intercollegiate Knights, Intramurals 
JON M. HOLDMAN - Chemistry and Physics; Acacia (House 
Manager, Social Chairman, Vice President) , KMNR-F~ 
(Production Director) , Unviersity Band, Kappa Kappa Ps1, 
Society of Physics Students, Student Council 
JOSEPH H. HOLLIS - Chemical Engineering; Acacia (Rush 
Chairman), Alpha Phi Omega, Student Council 
LINDY L. HOLMES - Engineering Management; ASCE, 
Softball, EMA 
WILLIAM HOLMES, JR. - Electrical Engineering 
ROMONA A. HOOKER - Mechanical Engineering; Resident 
Assistant, ASME, ASHRAE 
H. KENNETH HOSP - Civil Engineering; Sigma Nu (Vice 
President, Alumni Contact) , IFC (Secretary), ASCE, SUB 
KINLEIGH J. HROVAT - Psychology; Little Sister of the 
White Star (Sigma Nu), Intercollegiate Knights, Psychology 
Club 
TERRY R. HUBER - Electrical Engineering; Alpha Phi 
Omega (Dance-A-Thon Chairman) , Aca.cia, Intramural 
Manager, Big Brothers 
LINDA J. HUDGENS - Life Sciences; Helix 
HOWARD HUGO - Geological Engineering; AEG 
MARIBETH A. HUMPHREY - Life Sciences 
RICHARD F. HUMPHREYS - Electrical Engineering; IEEE 
RANDALL W. JAMESON - Mechanical Engineering; Pi Tau 
Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi 
RICHARD W. JANY- Civil Engineering; ASCE 
STEPHEN A. JENNEMANN - Civil Engineering; Tau K~ppa 
Epsilon Fraternity (Vice President, Historian) , National 
Society for Professional Engineers, american Society for 
Civil Engineers 
SYLVESTER A. JOAN -Petroleum Engineering; Society of 
Petroleum Engineers, African Students Association ; 
Intercollegiate Knights, International Students Club 
KARL C. JOERN - Geophysics; Triangle Fraternity, Student 
Union Board (Outdoor Recreation) , Student Council, C. L. 
Dake Geological Society, SEG Student Society 
STEPHEN C. JOHNSON - Civil Engineering; ASCE, NSPE, 
Tech Engine Club 
THEODIS JOHNSON - Electrical Engineerlng; Alpha Phi 
Alpha Fraternity (President, Vice President, Treasurer, 
House Manager) , UMR Interfraternal Council, Association 
of Black Students 
MICHAEL J . JOINER - Computer Science; Souba Club 
(Treasurer) , Spelunkers Club (Custodian) , Upsilon Pi 
Epsilon 
C. KEVIN JONES - Petroleum Engineering; PI Epsilon Tau, 
SPE, Student Council, TJHA 
DWIGHT D. JONES - Civil Engineering; Association for 
Black Students; American Society of Civil Engineers, 
National Society of Black Engineers (President), Intramural 
Sports, Minority Engineering Program Scholarship 
MARK A. JONES - Physics; Alpha Epsilon PI, Society of 
Physics Students, UMR Astronomy Group, Chess Club 
(Treasurer) 
RALPH C. JONES - Civil Engineering; Sigma Nu Fraternity 
(Pledge Marshall) , ASCE, APO 
STEVEN D. JONES - Mining Engineering; Society of Mining 
Engineers, RHA, GDI 
JEFFREY J. JOST - Chemical Engineering; Tau Kappa 
Epsilon (Treasurer) , Omega Chi Epsilon, AIChE, Kappa Mu 
Epsilon, (President, Treasurer) 
VINCENT S. JOURNEY - Geological Engineering; AEG, 
Spelunkers Club 
DAYNA K. JUSTUS - Engineering Management: Zeta TR.u 
Alpha (Treasurer) , Phi Eta Sigma (President), Kappa Mu 
Epsilon, Tau Beta Pi, Intercollegiate Knights, Engineering 
Management Association, Society of Women Engineers 
W ALID M. KAAKANI - Civil Engineering; ASCE, 
Organizatin of Arab Students (Treasurer) 
GREGORY M. KAISER - Engineering Management; 
EMA-AIIE, Mates, M-Club, Track, Football 
TODD J . KALCHBRENNER - Electrical Engineering; Delta 
Sigma Phi (Secretary) , IEEE, Alpha Phi Omega 
IN-CHUL KANG - Electrical Engineering; Tau Beta Pi, 
IEEE 
ROBERT D. KARP - Ceramic Engineering; American 
Ceramic Socie ty 
JOHN G. KASTELIC - Mining Engineering; Society of 
Mining Engineers, AIME, Campus Club, Intramurals 
RUSSELL D. KEENEY - Life Sciences; Helix (President, 
Vice President) 
MICHAEL W. KEITH - Aerospace Engineering; Phi Kappa 
Theta (Historian, Financial Secretary, Assistant Steward) , 
AIAA (Treasurer, Chairman), Sigma Gamma. Tau, 
Intercollegiate Knights 
JAMES D. KELLEY - Mechanical Engineering; Sigma. Nu; 




RANDAL D. KEMPF - Nuclear Engineering; American 
Nuclear Society, Tech Engine Club 
MARK A. KINCY - Mechanical Engineering; Phi Eta. Sigma., 
Phi Kappa. Phi 
DAVID C. KING - Electrical Engineering; Tau Beta. Pi, Eta. 
Kappa. Nu 
MICHAEL S. KING - Mechanical Engineering; ASME 
(Program Chairperson, Planning Chairperson) , SPS (Vice 
President), MATES, Intramural Basketball 
THOMAS A. KING - Mechanical Engineering; Alpha. Phi 
Alpha. Fraternity Inc. Epsilon Psi Chapter (President, Vice 
President, Dean of Pledges), Association of Black Students, 
A0A (Inner Fraternal Council Representative) 
ELMER A. KLA VETTER - Chemical Engineering; American 
Institute of Chemical Engineers; Tau Beta. Pi Association, 
Phi Kappa. Phi Association, Omega. Chi Epsilon Society 
DAVID J. KLEIN - Electrical Engineering; Phi Eta. Sigma., 
Tau Beta. Pi, Eta. Kappa. Nu, Phi Kappa. Phi, GDI, IEEE 
MICHAEL G. KLUMP - Electrical Engineering; Sigma. Phi 
Epsilon (Vice President), IFC (Treasurer) 
JANET M. KNOBBE - Chemical Engineering; AIChE, Phi 
Eta. Sigma. (Historian, Recording Secretary), Omega. Chi 
Epsilon (Vice President), Order of the Sun (Treasurer), 
SUB,SWE, University Choir 
ROBERT K. KORNEGAY - Mechanical Engineer; Student 
Union Board, American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
RONALD F. KOSMAN - Mechanical Engineering; ASME, 
Mates 
STEVE A. KOVAC - Civil Engineering; ASCE, Theta. Xi 
Fraternity (President, Vice President, Secretary), Alpha. 
Phi Omega., Gamma. Alpha. Delta., Missouri Miner, (Ad 
Director) 
JAMES D. KRAFFT - Mechanical Engineering 
PAUL W. KRAMER- Chemical Engineering; AIChE, Omega. 
Chi Epsilon 
JOHN J. KRAUS - Civil Engineering 
PAUL D. KRETER- Electrical Engineering; Eta. Kappa. Nu 
JAMES T. KUHLMANN - Chemical Engineering; AICHE, 
GDI (Vice President, Governor) , Intra.mura.ls 
STEVEN E. KURTZ - Mechanical Engineering; ASME, SAE, 
Wesley, Tau Beta. Pi, Pi Tau Sigma. (Recording Secretary) 
LEONORE A. KUTILEK - Electrical Engineering; Tau Beta. 
Pi (Corresponding Secretary), SWE, IEEE, RHA (Vice 
President) 
ANDREW S. LAIN - Mining; St. Pat's Board (Queens 
Chairman, Parade Fund Chairman) , Theta. Tau Omega., 
Varsity Football, Society of Mining Engineers; M-Club, 
Kappa. Sigma. Fraternity 
KENT LARKINS - Computer Science; UMR Pistol Club (Vice 
President) , UPE 
JAMES. R. LATTEMAN - Computer Science; Pi Kappa. 
Alpha. Fraternity (House Manager) , SUB, ACM, NSPE 
RICH~RD D. LAWSON - Electrical Engineering; Varsity 
Wrest hng Team, Tau Beta. Pi 
QUYEN C. LE - Civil Engineering; ASCE, Vietnamese 
Association (General Secretary) 
TUAN A. LE - Electrical Engineering; IEEE, Eta. Kappa. Nu, 
Vietnamese Association 
SUSAN A. LEACH - Geological Engineering; Zeta. Tau Alpha. 
(Rush Chairman), Student Union Board (President) , Kappa. 
Alpha. Little Si.ster (Vice President and Rush Chairman), 
Blue Key 
GERALD A. LEE - History; Concert Band; Marching Band; 
Stage Productions, "Sweet Charity" Pit Orchestra., Air 
Force ROTC, Arnold Air Society (Operations Officer) , Kappa. 
Kappa. Psi (Vice President, Corresponding Secretary, Editor 
of Horning In) , History Club 
KATHRYN A. LEESER- Engineering Management; Rolla.mo 
Yearbook (Editor-in-Chief, Sports Editor), General Motors 
Scholarship, Curators Award, TJHA (Vice President, 
Secretary, Floor President) , Resident Assistant-Quad, 
Society of Women Engineers, Student Union Board, "Women 
in Engineering" Scholarship, Crescents of Lambda. Chi Alpha. 
ROBERT B. LEGGETT - Geological Engineering; AEG, 
AAPG, SEG 
CHARLES W. LEIBRANDT - Mechanical Engineering; 
Sigma. Phi Epsilon (Steward), Pi Tau Sigma. (Corresponding 
Secretary) , Tau Beta. Pi, ASME 
RANDY C. LEPPANEN - Electrical Engineering; IEEE 
MYRIAM LEVENSON - Chemistry; Honor Roll, Curator 
Scholarship, Phi Kappa. Phi Honor Society 
JOAN P. LEVIOK - Geological Engineering; Association of 
Engineering Geologists 
SHARON L. LEWIS - Psychology; Psi Chi 
STEVEN L. LIGHTBODY - Mechanical Engineering; 
Triangle Fraternity (Treasurer, House Manager), Alpha. 
Phi Omega., Pi Tau Sigma; SAE, ASME, Student Union Board 
(Outdoor Recreation Committee) 
JAMES B. LIGHTLE - Engineering Mechanics; Alpha. 
Epsilon Pi Fraternity; Kappa. Kappa Psi 
FU-RUONG LIN - Mechanical Engineering; Chinese Student 
Association, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 
Society of Automotive Engineering 
MARK G. LIPPE - Mechanical Engineering; KME, ASME, 
Pi Tau Sigma. 
TERRY L. LOESCH - Computer Science; ACM, Upsilon Pi 
Epsilon 
MARY E. LOHMANN - Engineering Management; 
EMA-AIIE (Vice President) , SWE (Secretary-Treasurer), 
IK (National Representative, Expansion Officer) , Sisters of 
Alpha. Epsilon Pi (President, Secretary-Treasurer), IKA 
(Secretary), A WS 
RAYMOND A. LOPEZ - Aerospace Engineering; AIAA, 
Society of Allied Weights Engineering (Secretary) 
ROBERTO J. LOPEZ - Mechanical Engineering; VSA, FELA 
MARK V. LOUGH - Metallurgical Engineering; St. Pat's 
Board, G DI, Tech Engine; Alpha. Sigma. Mu, Tau Beta. Pi, 
Rugby Club, Intramural Football, Basketball, Softball, 
Metallurgical Society 
RICHARD T. LOUIS - Engineering Management; Kappa. 
Alpha. Fraternity (Corresponding Secretary) , Student 
Council (Vice President) , APO 
ROBERT W. LOVINGGOOD - Mechanical Engineering; 
Society of Automotive Engineers (Vice President), American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers 
JAMES. D. LUCAS - Chemical Engineering; AIOHE, Omega. 
Chi Epsilon, Tau Beta. Pi, UMR Basketball 
DOUGLAS A. LUKENBILL - Electrical Engineering; Acacia. 
Fraternity (Secretary, Scholarship Chairman, Chaplain, 




CRAIG E. LUNTE - Chemistry; American Chemical Society 
ROBIN R. LUTHER- Computer Science; ACM, UMR Pistol 
Club 
ROBERT J. LYLE - Electrical Engineering; Eta Kappa Nu, 
Rugby Club (Secretary, Vice President), Radio Club 
(Treasurer) 
JOY A. MADSEN - Life Sciences; Newman, Helix (Promotion 
and News Chairman) 
MARK R. MADSEN - Mechanical Engineering; American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers {Publicity Chairman, 
Treasurer), Newman 
RICHARD L. MAGINNIS - Electrical Engineering; IEEE, 
KMNR 
TADEUSZ M. MAJKA - Electrical Engineering; IEEE 
SHAHRAM MAKANV AND - Civil Engineering; ASCE, 
Campus Club, Intramural Soccer 
SHAHROKH MAKANV AND - Electrical Engineering; IEEE 
PAUL L. MANOCCHIO- Engineering Management; Sigma 
Phi Epsilon (Pledge Board), Engineering Management 
Association, American Institute of Industrial Engineers 
BLANCA DE MARSANO - Economics 
DAVID P. MARSANO - Engineering Management; FELA 
CAROLE R. MARTIN - Chemical Engineering; AIChE, 
Society of Women Engineers, Chamber Choir, University 
Choir 
JAMES A. MARTIN - Mechanical Engineering; Pi Tau 
Sigma 
JAMES J. MASSMANN - Mechanical Engineering; Pi Tau 
Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, ASME, SAE 
BERNARD E. MCBRYAN- Electrical Engineering; Newman 
(Social Action Chairman) 
MICHAEL T. MCCALL - Mining Engineering; Delta Tau 
Delta (Vice President), Society of Mining Engineers, Gamma. 
Alpha Delta. 
RICK F. MCCALL - Geological Engineering; AEG, SPE, GDI 
ROBERT C. MCCANN - Petroleum Engineering; Alpha. 
Epsilon Pi Fraternity (President, Vice President, Secre-
tary) , UMR Interfraternity Council, Student Chapter of 
Society of Petroleum Engineers (Treasurer) 
DAVID A. MCCLINTOCK - Mechanical Engineering; UMR 
Varsity Cross Country and Track, Varsity Letterman, 
M-Club, American Society of Mecha.nical Engineers, Student 
Union Board (Outdoor Recreation), Intramural Manager for 
UMR Dormitories 
ERNIE C. MCDANIEL - Electrical Engineering; Phi Kappa. 
Phi, Tau Beta Pi 
DAVID J. MCELHINEY - Electrical Engineering; IEEE 
(Membership Chairman, Secretary), IVCF (Officer) 
CHARLES M. MCENIRY - Electrical Engineering 
MICHAEL J. MCEVILLY - Civil Engineering; Intercollegiate 
Knights (President, Vice President, Secretary, Sergeant-
at-Arms) , Chi Epsilon (President, Secretary), Blue Key 
(Editor) , Alpha Phi Omega (Corresponding Secreta_ry), Tau 
Kappa Epsilon (Secretary, Chaplain), Tau Beta P1, Kappa 
Mu Epsilon, Intramurals (Golf, Softball, Basketball) , ASCE 
CHARLES MOFIELD JR. - Chemical Engineering; American 
Institute of Chemical Engineering; UMR Intramurals, UMR 
Pistol Club, UMR Karate Club, National Society of Black 
Engineers 
KIMMIE F. MCGINNIS - Mechanical Engineering; Tech 
Engine Club, Engine Club, St. Pat's Board, Rugby Club, GDI 
(Governor, Sergeant-at-Arms, Treasurer) , IWC, Sports Car 
Club, ASME 
MERRILY A. MCGOWAN - Economics 
LESLIE L. MCINTYRE - Mechanical Engineering; Sports 
Car Club (Secretary) , SAE, ASME, University Orchestra, 
Chamber Orchestra 
GERARD W. MCKERVEY - Mining Engineering; SME of 
AIME 
ELIZABETH A. MCVEY - Chemistry; Kappa. Delta Sorority, 
W. T. Shrenk Society (ACS Affiliate) (Vice President). 
Alpha Chi Sigma 
JOSEPH S. MEACHUM - Nuclear Engineering; ANS 
(Secretary) 
ALAN D. MEANS - Geological Engineering; Association of 
Engineering Geologists (Vice President, President) , 
Residence Halls Association (Governor , Senior Resident 
Assistant) , Student Union Board (Director and Vice 
President) , Society of Petroleum Engineers, GDI 
JOHN M. MENKHUS - Civil Engineering; Tech Engine Club 
DARRELL METCALFE - Electrical Engineering; Resident 
Assistant, TJHA (Vice President) , IEEE, ABS, PSHA 
HARLEN D. MEYER - Mechanical Engineering; St. Pat's 
Board, Rugby Club, GDI, Pi Tau Sigma, Kappa Mu Epsilon 
STEPHEN W. MILKS - Engineering Mechanics; Campus 
Club, Sports Car Club 
BRUCE V. MILLER - Mechanical Engineering; ASME, 
Kappa Mu Epsilon; SUB (Director of Indoor Recreation 
Committee) 
DARREL L. MILLER - Engineering Management and 
Petroleum Engineering; Blackhole Mountain Men (Pre-
sident) , SUB (Concerts Committee) 
DEAN MILLER - Mining Engineering; Society of Mining 
Engineers of AIME 
JEFFREY L. MILLER - Geological Engineering; Intramural 
Sports, AEG, SME 
KENNETH L. MILLER - Ceramic Engineering; Kappa 
Alpha (Recording Secretary, Treasurer) , Alpha Phi Omega 
(Recording Secretary, 1st Vice President) , Blue Key, 
American Ceramic Society (Vice President) , Keramos, UMR 
Instrumental Ensembles, Phi Eta Sigma 
LEON MILL.ER, JR. - Civil Engineering; GDI. ASCE, 
Campus Club, PSHA, Order of the Engineer 
SHARON L. MILLER - Chemical Engineering; Phi Kappa 
Phi, Tau Beta Pi, Omega Chi Epsilon, AIChE, ROTC, United 
States Military Academy 
MARTIN J. MILLMAN- Chemical Engineering; AICbE, Phi 
Eta Sigma (Vice President) , SUB (Special Events) , Omega 
Chi Epsilon, GDI 
MATTHEW J . MILLS - Psychology; Psychology Club, 
Raiders, Psi Chi, Helix, Newman Center, Rollamo 
Photographer 
JAMES F. MINEAR - Electrical Engineering; Mates, IEEE 
ROBERT D. MINOR - Electrical Engineering; Sigma Nu 
Fraternity (Treasurer) , Student Union Board (Outdoor 
Recreation), Student Council (Treasurer, Academic Affairs 
Chairman), IEEE, NSPE 
NASSER MOHAMMAD! - Electrical Engineering; IEEE 
RUSSELL R. MONING - Electrical Engineering; Phi Kappa 




DOUGLAS N. MONNIG - Engineering Management; Phi 
Kappa Phi, Tau Beta Pi, Phi Eta Sigma 
CHARLES H. MOORE - Electrical Engineering; Photo-
graphy Club, Association of Black Students, Fellowship of 
Christian University Students 
DAWN A. MOORE - Computer Science; Phi Eta Sigma, 
Intercollegiate Knights (Expansion Officer), UPE 
ANTONIO MORA - Computer Science and Applied 
Mathematics; VSA, FELA, ACM 
JAMES J. MORIARITY- Mechanical Engineering; KMNR 
CATHERINE S. MORRIS - Civil Engineering; Pi Kappa 
Alpha Little Sisters (President, Secretary, Treasurer) , 
Alpha Phi Omega, Society of Women Engineers, Student 
Union Board, American Society of Civil Engineers, Kappa 
Delta Sorority 
ROGER C. MORRIS- Engineering Management; IEEE, GDI, 
PHD Hall 
KENNETH L. MORTON - Nuclear Engineering; University 
Choir, American Nuclear Society 
FRANCIS G. MOSER - Electrical Engineering; Phi Eta 
Sigma; Tau Beta Pi, IEEE 
SCOTT MOTYCKA - Mining Engineering; SME 
LARRY MOWATT- Mechanical Engineering; ASME, SAE, 
Pi Tau Sigma, Tau Beta Pi 
BRIAN D. MOYER - Economics; Kappa Kappa Psi 
(Recording Secretary, District Vice President), Jazz Band 
EARL MUEHLFARTH JR. - Mechanical Engineering; 
Society of Automotive Engineers 
MARK N. MUELLER - Civil Engineering; ASCE, Varsity 
Baseball and Tennis 
MARK A. NANKIVIL - Civil Engineering; ASCE, GDI 
LUIS A. NAVARRO - Engineering Management and 
Mechanical Engineering; International Student Club (Vice 
President) , Engineering Management Association 
American Institute of Industrial Engineers 
JOHN J. NELSON - Geological Engineering; Scuba Club 
(Vice President) , Association of Geological Engineering 
(Vice President) , Thomas Jefferson Hall (Floor President) 
WILLIAM D. NEUNSINGER - Metallurgical Engineering; 
Varsity Swimming (Letterman), Water Polo Club, American 
Foundryman's Society, ASM-AIME, Alpha Sigma Mu 
(Treasurer) , Campus Club, GDI, TJ-RHA, Metallurgical 
Society 
LONG D. NGUYEN - Mechanical Engineering; American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers 
RANDEE L. NICHOLAS - Chemistry; Theatre Guild (leads, 
assistant director) , RHA Board of Governors (Treasurer) , 
KMFA, Alpha Psi Omega, Delta Sigma Phi Little Sister, 
Miner Band, University Choir 
JOHN S. NICHOLS - Electrical Engineering 
PENNIE A. NICHOLS - Chemical Engineering; Society of 
Women Engineers (President) , Omega Chi Epsilon 
(President) , Student Union Board (Indoor Recreation) , 
AICHE, Phi Eta Sigma 
WILLIAM J . NIX - Electrical Engineering; Sigma Tau 
Gamma, Alpha Phi Omega, Tau Beta Pi, Eta Kappa Nu, 
Gamma Alpha Delta 
RICHARD R. NIXON - Civil Engineering; ASCE, NSPE, 
Photography Olub, Christian Campus House 
CHARLES NORMAN, JR. - Electrical Engineering; IEEE, 
UMR Target Pistol Club (President) 
CHRISTOPHER W. NORRIS - Nuclear Engineering; GDI, 
GDI Governor, St. Pat's Board, ANS 
ROBERT M. NOVAK - Electrical Engineering; Phi Kappa 
Phi, Eta Kappa. Nu, Tau Beta Pi, Phi Eta Sigma, IEEE, 
Astronomy Group 
STEVEN B. NULL - Electrical Engineering; SUB Outdoor 
Recreation Committee, IEEE (Membership Chairman), UMR 
Orchestra 
ROBERT C. NUNNALLY - Electrical Engineering; Wesley 
Foundation, IEEE, Intramurals 
U. STEVE NWAIWU - Chemical Engineering; Intervarsity 
Christian Fellowship, Baptist Student Union, African 
Students Association, AICHE 
KEVIN R. O'SULLIVAN - Mechanical Engineering; ASME, 
Scuba Club 
CHRYSANTHUS J. OBOT- Petroleum Engineering; African 
Students Association (Secretary) , Society of Petroleum 
Engineers Student Chapter, International Student Organ-
ization, Tech Engines Club 
JOSEPH ONDRUS JR. - Mechanical Engineering; ASME, 
GDI, TJHA (Special Interests Committee), Pistol Club, 
Intramurals, Grub Club 
KEITH D. OSBORN - Chemical Engineering; AICHE, Omega 
Chi Epsilon, Tau Beta Pi, TJHA Executive Council 
STEPHEN A. OTT - Civil Engineering; TJHA (Vice 
President of Finances, Special Interest Committee, Floor 
President), ASCE 
JAMES D. OURSLER - Metallurgical Engineering; 
American Foundrymen's Society, American Society for 
Metals, Theta Xi Social Fraternity (Steward), Alpha Phi 
Omega Service Fraternity, UMR Photo Club (Secretary-
Treasurer) 
RONALD E. OVERTON - Civil Engineering; American 
Society of Oivil Engineers, Association for Black Students 
(President) , Student Union Board, National Society of Black 
Engineers, Chi Epsilon 
MARY E. OXFORD - Civil Engineering; ASCE, Honor Roll 
VICTOR M. PACE - Electrical Engineering; Sigma Nu Social 
Fraternity (Treasurer) , IEEE (President) 
JOHN C. PAGAN - Civil Engineering; Student Council, 
ASCE, Tech-Engine Club, Intramurals 
SCOTT A. PALMER - Electrical Engineering; IEEE, Kappa 
Alpha Fraternity (House Manager) 
DAVID A. PARKS - Chemical Engineering; AIChE, Tau Beta 
Pi, Omega. Chi Epsilon, GDI 
STEVEN L. PARKS - Mechanical Engineering; Alpha Phi 
Alpha (House Steward), Association of Black Students 
MICHAEL S. PARSONS - Mechanical Engineering; Sigma 
Nu Fraternity; Varsity Track, M-Club (Pledge Trainer, Vice 
President) , ASME 
CHARLOTTE S. PAVELKA - Chemical Engineering; Zeta 
Tau Alpha, Blue Key 
SUSAN V. PAYNE - Chemical Engineering and Mathematics; 
AIChE, Phi Eta. Sigma (Corresponding Secretary, Pre-
sident) , Tau Beta. Pi (Cataloger, Recording Secretary, 
Publicity Chairman) , Omega Chi Epsilon, Phi Kappa Phi, 
Choir, TJHA, Intramurals (Manager) , Student TA, RA, 
Girls Soccer Club 
ROBERT D. PEAVLER - Electrical Engineering; University 
Orchestra, Tau Beta Pi, TJHA 
WENDELL M. PERKINS - Mechanical Engineering; ASME 
MICHAEL J. PERRY - Civil Engineering; ASCE, Order of 
the Engineer 
JO-ANN M. PESICH - Chemistry; W. T. Schrenk Society; 
RHA (Board of Governors), RHA (Women's Intramural 
Softball) 
MIKE L. PETERSEN - Computer Science; Christian Campus 
House (Public Relations Officer) 
TIMOTHY S. PETERSON - Civil Engineering; RHA, ASCE 
TIMOTHY W. PETTUS - Mechanical Engineering 
KENNETH E. PEVELER - Mechanical Engineering 
MY Q. PHAN - Mechanical Engineering; ASME, ASE, 
ASHRAE, Vietnam Association 
JOHN J. PITTS- Mechanical Engineering; Tau Beta Pi, Pi 
Tau Sigma (Honor Pledge, Key chairman), ASME, Student 
Council Representative, College Bowling League (President), 
Intramural Sports 
JACKIE K. PLEIS - Geological Engineering; Varsity 
Volleyball, A WS, AEG, University Orchestra 
GERALD D. POETTKER- Petroleum Engineering; Society 
of Petroleum Engineers (Vice President), RHA, GDI 
MICHAEL J. POMEROY - Mechanical Engineering; Lambda 
Chi Alpha Fraternity 
LINDA M. PONZER - English Communications; GRUMRLS 
(Vice President), Missouri Miner Staff (Assistant Features 
Editor, Features Editor), Newman (Communications 
Chairman), Photo Club, GDI, Wesley 
JEFFREY L. PORTER - Electrical Engineering 
TED E. PORTER - Chemical Engineering; AICHE, Kappa 
Kappa Psi (Pledge Class, Secretary and Treasurer) , 
Marching, Concert, and Pep Bands, lntervarsity Christian 
Fellowship (Bible Study Leader) 
SUSAN H. POTTHAST - Mechanical Engineering; Pi Tau 
Sigma, Phi Eta Sigma, A WS 
CAROL A. POTZMANN- Mechanical Engineering; Zeta Tau 
Alpha (Membership Chairman, Scrapbook Chairman), 
Daughters of Lee (President, Treasurer), ASME (Secre-
tary), SWE, SAE, IK, Blue Key National Honor Society 
EVA J. POWELL - Mining; SME, RHA, Wesley, TEC 
TERRY A. PRESLEY - Mechanical Engineering; Delta Tau 
Delta Social Fraternity (Guide, Recording Secretary), 
Student Council, ASME 
CLAYTON E . PRICE - Geophysics; Bicycling, KME 
RICHARD C. PROEHL - Chemical Engineering; Student 
Council (Academic Affairs Committee Chairman) , AIChE, 
Phi Kappa Phi, Omega Chi Epsilon, Tau Beta Pi, Kappa Mu 
Epsilon, University Curator 
JAMES S. PURTLE- Engineering Mechanics; Alpha Epsilon 
Pi, American Academy of Mechanics 
TERRENCE R. QUICK- Mechanical Engineering; American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers 
JENNIFER J. QUIGLEY - Chemical Engineering; Tau Beta 
PI, Kappa Mu Epsilon 
KEVIN D. RACKLEY - Nuclear Engineering; GDI, American 
Nuclear Society, Nuclear Honor Society 
CARMEN M. RAMOS - Metallurgical Engineering; 
Venezuelan Student Association, American Society for 
Metals, The Foundrymen's Society. The Metallurgical 
Society 
STEVEN B. RAMSEY - Geological Engineering; Campus 
Club, GDI 
BRIAN E. RASCH - Electrical Engineering; KMNR 
(Business Manager and Disc Jockey) , Rollamo (Photo-
grapher) , Rolla Rural Fire Department (Fireman) , IEEE, 
Kappa Sigma Fraternity (House Improvements Chairman) 
JOHN K. REED - Mathematics; Phi Eta Sigma, Kappa Mu 
Epsilon (Vice President) 
RHONDA L. REED - Metallurgical Engineering; Kappa 
Delta, Daughters of Dianna, The Metallurgical Society, SWE 
STEVEN M. REEL - Mining Engineering; SME, GDI 
LON E. REHKOP - Mechanical Engineering; American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers 
JANET L. REITER - Computer Science; Chi Omega, Beta 
Sigma Psi Sisters of the Gold Rose, SUB, Student Council 
MARK D. RHODES - Aerospace Engineering; Tau Beta Pi, 
Sigma Gamma Tau (Treasurer) , Tech Engine Club, AIAA 
MICHAEL B. RICHEY - Computer Science; ACM 
(Treasurer) , Student CouncU, UPE 
MARJORIE L. RIGGINS - Chemical Engineering; Associa-
tion for Black Students, Student Union Representative, 
American Institute of Chemical Engineers, Alpha Obi Sigma 
JANET M. RIMMEY - Computer Science; Zeta Tau Alpha 
(Membership Chairman, Treasurer) , Daughters of Lee 
(Treasurer), ACM (Treasurer , President) , Blue Key, UMR 
Pom-pon Squad 
DOUGLAS W. RINEHART - Electrical Engineering, IEEE 
CRAIG W. ROBERTSON - Chemical Engineering; AICHE, 
Omega Chi Epsilon, Intramurals, RHA Board of Governors 
STEPHEN 0. ROBINSON - Electrical Engineering; Tech 
Engine Club, Amateur Radio Club, Wesley Foundation, 
Student Union Board (Outdoor Recreation Committee) 
KENNETH M. ROCKWOOD - Geological Engineering 
DANIEL RODRIGUEZ - Economics 
FANNY RODRIGUEZ - Engineering Management; FELA, 
VSA 
JOHN J. RONAN - Mining Engineering; Phi Kappa Theta 
(Alumni Secretary) , Theta Tau Omega (Secretary), Society 
of Mining Engineers (President, Vice President, Secretary) 
DANIEL C. ROSE - Engineering Management; Intercol-
legiate Knights, Tau Kappa Epsilon, American Society of 
Civil Engineers, Engineering Management Association-
American Institute of Industrial Engineers, Intramural 
Football 
WILLIAM J . ROSENER - Electrical Engineering; Eta 
Kappa Nu, Tau Beta Pi, IEEE, RHA 
JOHN D. ROTRAMEL - Electrical Engineering; Theatre 
Guild, Kappa Kappa Psi (Vice President) , Student Union 
Board (Fine Arts Director), University Band, Eta Kappa Nu, 
Chamber Band 
JOSEPH D. ROUSE - Civil Engineering; Inte r -Varsity 
Christian Fellowship, ASCE 
STEVEN A. RUETHER - Civil Engineering; GDI, Honor Roll, 
ASCE 




GARY T. RUNGE - Mechanical Engineering; Varsity 
Baseball, Tau Beta Pi, Honor Roll 
LEE A. RUPPERT - Electrical Engineering; Swim Team, 
Water Polo Club, Radio Club, Campus Club, IEEE 
DONALD J. SAETTEL - Aerospace Engineering 
BARRY E. SAGE - Computer Science; ACM, IEEE 
MOHAMMAD SAIDI - Electrical Engineering; Intramural 
Soccer, Varsity Soccer 
METIN SAKARCAN - Mining Engineering 
LINA M. SALINAS- Geological Engineering; VSA, FELA 
CAROL A. SCALISE - Mechanical Engineering; Sigma Chi 
Omega, ASME, SWE 
MARK C. SCAMAHORN - Mechanical Engineering; ASME, 
SAE, UMR Sports Car Club (Treasurer) 
JOHN C. SCANLON - Civil Engineering; Pi Kappa Alpha, 
ASCE, Soccer Club, NSPE 
ANDREW C. SCHELICH - Mechanical Engineering; Pi Tau 
Sigma, UMR Rugby Club, Beta Chi Sigma 
MARK S. SCHENEWERK - Physics; Society of Physics 
Students (President) , Student Council, Sigma Pi Sigma 
MIKE SCHIMMELPFENNIG- Mining Engineering; Society 
of Mining Engineers, Honor Roll 
MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT - Chemical Engineering; Sigma Pi 
(First Counselor) , Alpha Chi Sigma (Master of Ceremonies), 
Omega Chi Epsilon, Kappa Kappa Psi, Tau Beta Pi, AIChE 
ROBERT M. SCHNEIDER - Chemical Engineering; Phi 
Kappa Theta (President, Secretary, Executive Council) , 
Intramural Managers (Vice President, Secretary), Alpha 
Phi Omega, Student Union Board, Intercollegiate Knights, 
Omega Chi Epsilon, American Institute of Chemical 
Engineers 
JOHN SCHOFIELD, JR. - Life Sciences; Helix (President) , 
Missouri Natural Plant Society 
PETER C. SCHOLTES - Chemical Engineering; Kappa 
Kappa Psi (President) , Alpha Chi Sigma (Alumni 
Secretary) , JOY-Lutheran Students Organization, Gamma 
Delta, American Institute of Chemical Engineers 
KATHY L. SCHROER - Mechanical Engineering; Pi Tau 
Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Society of Women Engineers 
STEPHEN J. SCHUBERT- Electrical Engineering; GDI, 
RHA Soccer, RHA Social Committee, IEEE 
SANDRA L. SCOTT - Mathematics and Education; Varsity 
Softball, Club Soccer , Intramurals, Little Sister of the 
Golden Heart (Treasurer) , SWE 
GARY L. SEDLACEK - Mechanical Engineering; Pi Kappa 
Alpha (Treasurer, Assistant Treasurer, Historian, Alumni 
Secr etary) , Phi Eta Sigma (Historian, Senior Advisor, 
Corresponding Secretary) , Beta Chi Sigma (Treasurer, 
Pledgemaster) , APO, SUB, ASME, SAE, IFC Bowling League 
(President, Vice President, Treasurer) 
CHERYL M. SEEGER - Geology; Sigma Gamma Epsilon 
(President) , 0. L. Dake Geological Society (President) , SEG, 
GDI 
BRIAN E. SELEY - Electrical Engineering; KMNR, Wesley 
Foundation (Projects Director) , GDI, Power Scholarship 
Recipient 
CHARLES J . SHARKUS - Civil Engineering; GDI, ASCE 
NEAL A. SHEARER - Mechanical Engineering; Pi Tau 
Sigma, ASME, SAE 
JEFFREY W. SHEETS - Chemical Engineering; IFC, Delta 
Tau Delta (President, Treasurer) , Tau Beta Pi, Omega Chi 
Epsilon, AIOhE 
RUSSELL C. SHIPMAN - Electrical Engineering; IEEE, Eta 
Kappa Nu (Corresponding Secretary) 
JERRY W. SHIRLEY - Civil Engineering; Chi Epsilon, 
American Society of Civil Engineers, Sigma Phi Epsilon 
ROBERT A. SHUMATE - Electrical Engineering; MRHA 
(Food Committee Member) , KMFA DJ, Interdorm Football, 
GDI, Tech Engine Club, Student Uni<'n Board (Social 
Committee, Director of Promotions) , IEEE, EE Hobby Club 
THOMAS M. SIEGEL- Civil Engineering; Kappa Sigma 
Fraternity; Alpha Phi Omega (Treasurer), KMNR (Disc 
Jockey), American Society of Civil Engineers 
DONALD A. SIEVERS - Civil Engineering 
DAVID W. SIMAC - Civil Engineering; Pi Kappa Alpha 
(Pledgemaster, Rush Chairman), NSPE (Vice President), 
Intercollegiate Knights (Pledgemaster, President) , Blue Key 
National Honor Fraternity 
PETER J . SIMMONS - Electrical Engineering; President 
Liahona Fellowship 
STEPHEN W. SIMMONS - Mechanical Engineering; ASME, 
GDI 
RICHARD L. SITES - Civil Engineering; American Society 
of Civil Engineers 
ANDREW SMITH - Electrical Engineering; ABS, MEP, 
IEEE 
DAVID L. SMITH - Nuclear Engineering; Phi Kappa Phi, 
Nuclear Engineering Honor Society, Tau Beta Pi, Phi Eta 
Sigma, Kappa Mu Epsilon, ANS 
DEEDRA M. SMITH - Geological Engineering; AEG 
JOSEPH A. SMITH - Electrical Engineering; Tau Beta Pi, 
IEEE, Choir 
KENNETH 0. SMITH - Civil Engineering; ASCE, ITE 
(President), Intra-Varsity 
MARK S. SMITH - Civil Engineering; GDI (Board of 
Governors and Treasurer) , Obi Epsilon, ASOE, Tau Beta Pi 
BRIAN K. SNYDER - Civil Engineering; ASCE, Chi Epsilon 
(Associate Editor of Transit), Tau Beta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi, 
Phi Eta Sigma, M-Club, Varsity Track 
DUANE N. SNYDER - Nuclear Engineering; RHA (Sport 
Chairman, Social Committee), ITRM Sports 
PAULA A. SNYDER- Mechanical Engineering; American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers (Secretary) , Association of 
Women Students, National Society of Professional Engineers, 
Pi Tau Sigma, M-Club (Treasurer) , Intramurals, Varsity 
Volleyball 
ALAN J. SOMMERER - Physics; SPS (Vice President), 
Sigma Pi Sigma (President) , RHA 
CHAE Y. SONG - Chemical Engineering; AIChE 
STEVEN J. SONTAG - Civil Engineering; Phi Kappa Theta 
(Assistant Steward, Ritual Committee Chairman, Pledge 
Board) , The Missouri Miner Newspaper (Ad Salesman, 
Advertising Director) , Alpha Phi Omega (Blotter Committee 
Chairman), ASCE, UMR Scuba Club (Publicity Committee 
Chairman) 
KEITH A. SPALDING - Mechanical Engineering; Phi Kappa 
Theta, Track, M-Club, Gymnastic Club, ASME, NSPE 
BRENT G. SPARKS - Chemical Engineering; AIChE, Alpha 





ROBERT N. STABO - Mining Engineering; Sigma Pi 
Fraternity (President, Herald, Pledge Trainer), Interfra-
ternity Council, Society of Mining Engineers of AIME, Alpha 
Phi Omega 
DAVID W. STAHL- Mechanical Engineering; Pi Tau Sigma 
(Treasurer, President), Tau Beta Pi, ASME, SAE, GDI 
MARTIN STAPLES, JR. - Geology; Gymnastics Club 
(President), Rock Climbing Club, Yell Leader, KMNR, GDI 
JAMES E. STECK - Aerospace Engineering; AIAA, Sigma 
Gamma Tau, Phi Kappa Phi, Wesley Foundation 
STEPHEN G. STEELE- Chemical Engineering; UMR Pistol 
Club, AICHE, UMR Chess Club 
ROBERT E. STEVENS - Chemical Engineering; Alpha Chi 
Sigma, AICHE, Wesley Foundation (Public Relations 
Director, Secretary, Council Representative) , RHA, 
University Choir 
MICHAEL D. STEWART - Civil Engineering; ASCE, ITE 
GRETCHEN L. STIERHOLZ- Petroleum Engineering; 
Society of Petroleum Engineers, Association of Women 
Students 
KEITH D. STRASSNER - Chemistry; W. T. Schrenk 
Chemical Society (President), Phi Eta Sigma (Treasurer), 
SUB 
DENNIS J. STRUEMPH - Chemical Engineering; Tau Beta 
Pi, Omega Chi Epsilon, AIChE 
ROBERT B. STUART - Geological Engineering; Triangle 
(Social Chairman), SUB (Concerts Director), KMNR (Disc 
Jockey) 
MICHAEL P. SUDA - Chemical Engineering; Tau Kappa 
Epsilon (Pledge Trainer), Intermural Soccer and Wrestling, 
AICHE 
MARK D. SUELLENTROP - Chemical Engineering; Kappa 
Sigma Fraternity (President, 2nd Vice President, Guard) , 
Theta Tau Omega (President, Vice President, Treasurer), 
American Institute of Chemical Engineers, Soccer Club, 
Rugby Club, Intramural Manager's Association (Treasurer) 
THOMAS J. SULLIVAN - Civil Engineering; Sigma Phi 
Epsilon Fraternity (Comptroller), Tau Beta Pi, Chi Epsilon, 
ASCE 
BRECK E. SUMMERFORD - Civil Engineering; ASCE 
(Activities Committee, TJHA (Outdoor Recreation Commit-
tee, Special Interest Committee), Intramural Football, 
Basketball, Tennis, Order of the Engineers 
LEONARD J. SWEDERSKE - Mining Engineering; SME, 
College Bowl 
DON R. SWIFT - Electrical Engineering 
JOHN R. SWINSON - Geological Engineering; Sigma Phi 
Epsilon (Steward, Sr. Marshal) , AEG, Rugby Club, Theta 
Tau (Comm. Chairman) , Intramural Sports 
THERESA D. TALTY - Geological Engineering; Society of 
Women Engineers, Association of Engineering Geologists, 
Daughters of Lee-KA (President) 
GERALD M. TARR - Metallurgical Engineering; Kappa 
Alpha (Parliamentarian, Sergeant-at-Arms, Council of 
Honor Commander) , Intercollegiate Knights (Parliamentar-
ian), The Metallurgical Society of AIME (Vice President?, 
Alpha Sigma Mu, Tau Beta Pi, Alcoa Foundation Scholarshtp 
JAMES R. TAYLOR - Chemical Engineering; Tau Beta Pi, 
Omega Chi Epsilon, AIOHE 
ANDREW TAYON, JR.- Metallurgical Engineering; Kappa 
Sigma Fraternity, Water Polo Club (President, Secretary), 
Tau Beta Pi, Metallurgical Society (Secretary), Alpha Sigma 
Mu (Secretary), Intercollegiate Knights 
BRIAN J . TEPPER - Geological Engineering; Varsity 
Football, AEF, M-Club, Phi Kappa Theta, Varsity Baseball 
JOSEPH L. THEBEAU - Civil Engineering; Sigma Phi 
Epsilon Fraternity, ASCE 
JEFFREY L. THEERMAN - Civil En.gineerlng; Delta Sigma 
Phi (President, 1st Vice President, Sergeant--at-Arms), 
ASCE, Kappa Kappa Psi, Intercollegiate Knights 
SHERI J . THOMAS - Civil Engineering; American Society 
of Civil Engineers 
DAVID B. THOMPSON - Civil Engineering; Tau Beta Pi 
(Corresponding Secretary), Chi Epsllon, ASCE, Photo Club, 
Christian Campus House 
PATRICK F. THOMPSON - Chemical Engineering; Kappa 
Alpha (Vice President, Scholarship Officer), Blue Key 
(Secretary, Vice President) , Intercollegiate Knights 
(Recorder) , Alpha Phi Omega, Phi Kappa Phi, Tau Beta Pi 
(Corresponding Secretary, Treasurer) , Omega Chi Epsilon 
(Secretary, Treasurer), AIChE 
ROBERT S. THRUTCHLEY - Electrical Engineering 
J. LARRY THURMAN -Computer Science; ACM 
JAMES R. THURMAN - Geological Engineering; Tau Beta 
Pi, Association of Engineering Geolo~ts 
ROBERT M. THURMOND - Metallurgical Engineering; 
AFS, TMS of AIME, ASM, Kappa Alpha (House Manager) 
SOMSAK TILOKLURS - Engineering Management 
GARY A. TIMM -Computer Science; Bets. Sigma Psi (Rush 
Chairman, Treasurer) , Upsilon Pi Epsilon (Treasurer), IK, 
UMR Ja zz Band 
BAY V. TRAN - Mechanical Engineering; Pi Tau Sigma, 
ASME, SAE 
JOHN P. TRILLER - Electrical Engineering 
JOHN R. TROUSDALE - Mechanical Engineering; Delta Tau 
Delta (Sergeant-at-Arms, House Manager) , IFC, Pi Tau 
Sigma (President, Corresponding Secretary) , ASME, SAE 
RODNEY E. TURNBOUGH - Civil Engineering; ASCE, ITE, 
Mates, GDI 
SUSANNA I. TURNER - Civil Engineering; ASCE, NSPE, 
University Band, Pep Band, Tau Beta Sigma (Vice President, 
President) 
HAROLD J. TWYFORD - Civil Engineering; American 
Society of Civil Engineers (Vice President, Treasurer), GDI 
(Board of Governors) , Mates 
ANIEKAN E. UDORO - Civil Engineering 
JOHN L. UPCHURCH - Petroleum Engineering; Sigma Nu 
Fraternity, Pi Epsilon Tau, Student Council, Student Union 
Board, Society of Petroleum Engineers 
ROBERT E. V AND AS - Chemical Engineering; AIChE, 
Omega Chi Epsilon, TJHA (Resident Assistant, Outdoor 
Recreation Committee, Intramurals, Programming Advisor), 
SUB, Racquetball Intramurals Champion 
EDUARDO E. VASQUEZ - Mechanical Engineering; ASME, 
SAE 
FRANCESCO VENNER! - Nuclear Engineering; Tau Beta Pi 




GLEN K. VERMETTE - Civil Engineering; Sigma Phi 
Epsilon, Gamma Alpha Delta (Secretary-Treasurer), Varsity 
Track 
STUART G. VESSER - Nuclear Engineering 
MARK G. VIOX- Mechanical Engineering; Phi Kappa Theta 
(Executive Council, Assistant House Manager), Pi Tau 
Sigma, Student Union Board, Intercollegiate Knights, 
Society of Automotive Engineers 
JAMES C. VOGAN- Chemical Engineering; Delta Sigma Phi 
(2nd Vice President), Omega Chi Epsilon, Intercollegiate 
Knights, AIChE 
MATTHEW F. VOGEL- Chemistry and Life Sciences; Kappa 
Sigma, Ga.ma. Alpha Delta (Secretary, Treasurer), Alpha Chi 
Sigma 
LANNY D. VOIGHT - Electrical Engineering; UMR 
ENGINEER (Circulation Manager), GDI, IEEE 
JAMES A. VOLKER - Civil Engineering; Varsity Tennis 
Team, Tau Beta Pi, Chi Epsilon, Kappa Mu Epsilon, Phi 
Kappa Phi, Phi Eta Sigma, ASCE 
SCOTT S. VOLLMAR - Electrical Engineering; IEEE, St. 
Louis Engineers Club 
STEPHEN R. WACHTEL - Computer Science; Lambda Chi 
Alpha (Alumni Secretary, Historian) , Kappa Mu Epsilon, 
Upsilon Pi Epsilon (Secretary), IEEE, ACM 
CATHERINE A. WAGNER- Life Sciences; GDI, Band, Tau 
Beta Sigma, Campus Club, Basketball (Women's Varsity) 
LINDA M. WAGNER - Engineering Management; Phi Eta 
Sigma, Student Union Board (Social Committee Secretary), 
Sigma Nu Little Sister, EMA-AIIE 
DANIEL C. WALDEN - Chemical Engineering; Westley 
Foundation (President, Vice President, Projects Director, 
Intramural Manager) , Tau Beta Pi, Omega Chi Epsilon, 
AIChE, Big Brothers, United Ministries in Higher 
Education, TJ (Food Committee, Chairman) 
MARK D. W ALZ - Nuclear Engineering; American Nuclear 
Society (Vice President) , Nuclear Engineering Honor 
Society (Secretary-Treasurer), Tau Beta Pi, Phi Kappa. Phi 
TSANG-CHI WANG - Chemical Engineering; AIChE, Alpha 
Chi Sigma, CSA, MEP 
STEPHEN P. WARD- Computer Science; UPE, RHA Board 
of Governors, UMR Engineer Magazine (Business Manager) , 
Curators Scholarship 
GREGORY A. WATSON - Computer Science 
KEVIN D. WATSON- Chemical Engineering; AIChE, Omega 
Obi Epsilon, TJ Executive Council (5th Floor President) , Phi 
Kappa Phi, Tau Beta Pi, Jazz Band 
DAVID L. WEAVER - Mining Engineering; Phi Kappa 
Theta, Varsity Football, Theta Tau, M-Club, SUB, Miner 
LARRY J. WEBER - Electrical Engineering; Tau Beta Pi, 
Eta Kappa Nu, IEEE 
PHILLIP L. WEBSTER - Engineering Management; 
National Society of Professional Engineers, Alpha Phi 
Omega, Intramural Managers Association, Engineering 
Management Association, Sigma Tau Gamma (Vice 
President) 
GREG A. WEEKS- Civil Engineering; ASCE, Kappa Sigma 
Fraternity (Intra.mura.ls - Golf, Handball, Softball) 
SCOTT 0. WEHNER - Geological Engineering; Association 
of Engineering Geologists (Chairman Outing Committee), 
Student Council Represenattive 
FRANK J. WERNER - Engineering Management; Varsity 
Soccer, Soccer Club (Treasurer), Sigma Nu Fraternity 
(Pledge Marshal), Student Union Board (Director of Indoor 
Recreation), St. Pat's Board, Engineering Management 
Association, M-Club, Racquetball Club (Vice President) 
WILLIAM D. WERRIES - Electrical Engineering, IEEE 
JAMES L. WESSEL- Civil Engineering; Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Fraternity, ASCE, Student Union Board 
KEITH WESSELSCHMIDT - Civil Engineering; Alpha 
Epsilon Pi Fraternity (Vice President) , ASCE, Intercol-
legiate Knights 
MICHAEL L. WEST - Nuclear Engineering; American 
Nuclear Society, American Nuclear Honor Society 
STEVEN R. WESTERHOUSE - Electrical Engineering; Ph\ 
Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi, IEEE 
JAMES E. WESTERMAN - Civil Engineering; Chi Epsilon, 
Tau Beta Pi (Recording Secretary), ASCE, Phi Kappa Phi, 
TJHA, RHA 
BRIAN A. WESTRICH - Mining Engineering; Phi Kappa.; 
Theta Social Fraternity (Assistant Steward, Pledgema.ster), 
St. Pat's Board (Float and parade Chairman, Sales 
manager), Theta Tau Omega, Society of Mining Engineers, 
Varsity Baseball 
LAWRENCE W. WETZEL - Engineering Management and 
Mechanical Engineering; Who's Who, Blue Key (President, 
Vice President) , Tau Beta Pi (Vice President), Pi Tau 
Sigma, M-Club (Vice President, Pledgemaster, Public 
Relations Chairman), TJHA (President and Floor 
President) , Varsity Wrestling, Rugby Club, SAE 
MICHAEL H. WHEELER - Electrical Engineering 
JOHN W. WHITE - Engineering Management; Phi Kappa 
Theta. (Sergeant-at-Arms), APO, ANS, NSPE 
STANLEY L. WHITE - Biochemistry 
BRAD L. WIBBENMEYER - Computer Science; TJHA, ACM, 
Upsilon Pi Epsilon, UMR Bowling Club (President) 
KEVIN D. WIESE - Chemical Engineering; Sigma Tau 
Gamma (Steward), Interfraternity Council, Alpha Chi Sigma 
(Recorder), AIChE 
ROBERT J. WILLE - Civil Engineering; Alpha Epsilon Pi 
Fraternity (President, Secretary, Steward, House-
manager), ASCE (Treasurer), NSPE, Chi Epsilon, Tau Beta 
Pi, UMR Trap & Skeet Club (President) 
FORREST R. WILLIAMS - Aerospace Engineering; Tau 
Beta Pi, Sigma Gamma Tau, AIAA, Scuba Club 
TIM A. WILLIAMS - Civil Engineering; ASCE, ITE 
TODD K. WILLIAMS - Chemical Engineering; Triangle 
Fraternity (Vice President, Steward), Alpha Phi Omega 
MARK E. WILSEY - Metallurgical Engineering; Wesley, 
ASME, GDI 
CHRISTOPHER L. WILSON - Petroleum Engineering; SPE, 
NSPE, Missouri Miner, Intramural Athletics 
DALE W. WILSON - Electrical Engineering 
JIM L. WILSON - Mining Engineering, SME 
MARK A. WINNETT - Mining Engineering; Kappa Alpha 
Order (Parliamentarian), Intercollegiate Knights (Expan-
sion Officer, Treasurer, President), IFC Bowling( Treasurer, 
President) 
MARY E. WISSMUELLER - Mechanical Engineering; 
ASME, Pi Tau Sigma 
LA WRENOE D. WOLF- Civil Engineering; Pi Kappa Alpha 
Fraternity, ASCE, Newman (Council Member), ITE, Student 
Union Board, KMNR, IEEE (Secretary) 
THOMAS M. WOLF - Computer Science: ACM, Upsilon Pi 
Epsilon (Vice President) 
YOKE C. WONG - Mechanical Engineering; SAE, Chinese 
Students Association 
DONALD A. WORTHAM - Electrical Engineering; Theatre 
Guild, Student Council Committee Member 
DAVID R. WYATT - Electrical Engineering; Kappa Alpha 
Order (Vice President), IEEE, W0EEE 
DICK R. WYATT - Aerospace Engineering; American 
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (Treasurer) , 
Raiders (Supply Officer) , Intercollegiate Knights 
RANDY P. YAKEY - Civil Engineering; KMNR 
TERRY L. YOTTER - Mechanical Engineering; Beta Sigma 
Psi (Treasurer, Secretary, Athletic Chairman), Alpha Phi 
Omega (President, Treasurer, 1st Vice President), Student 
Council (Executive Committeeman, Referendum Chairman) , 
Circle K, Beta Chi Sigma 
BRADFORD D. YOUNG - Chemical Engineering; Tau Beta 
Pi, Phi Kappa Phi, Omega Chi Epsilon, Kappa Mu Epsilon, 
AIChE 
STEPHEN L. ZIGRYE - Chemical Engineering; Alpha Chi 
Sigma (President, Master of Ceremonies, Historian) , AIChE 
(President), Student Council Library Committee, Tech 
Engine Club (Board of Control) , Intramurals 
KENNETH M. ZIMMERMAN - Civil Engineering; ASCE 
STEPHEN J. ZUISS - Chemical Engineering; AIChE, Alpha 
Chi Sigma, Campus Club, Omega Chi Epsilon, Tau Beta Pi 
FRANK W. ZYKAN - Electrical Engineering; Tau Beta Pi, 










It's hard to believe it, but the 1980 Rollamo is actually finished. Tomorrow the final 
section goes to press. 
As mentioned previously, I hope that you've found yourself and your friends within 
these 336 pages. This year's staff has worked very hard to bring you e. book we hope 
you'll be proud of. We've tried several new ideas in our efforts to improve t he book. 
I want to sincerely thank my staff for aU of their help: 
Jim - You gave 110% this year. Thanks for the many extra hours you 
spent helping me and the rest of the staff. Best of luck next year as the 
new Rollamo editor-in-chief. 
Mike (MN) - Thanks for being the first one done with your section and 
congratulations - it was nearly mistake-proof! 
Caroline - Even though you took over your position late in the year, you 
put together a. fine section. Thanks for a job well done. 
Patty - you proved that freshmen make good editors too. I hope the 
Rolla.mo is lucky enough to have you on the staff for three more years. 
Nelson - Thank you for making all the trips to and from Ft. Leonard 
Wood for our staff meetings. Good luck to you and your wife. 
Karen - Best of luck to the best of sisters during your next three years 
at UMR. Thanks for the many hours spent sorting through mounds of 
senior pictures and for creating a. fine section. 
Bob - The Rolla.mo was fortunate to have you on the staff all these years. 
I was honored to have followed in your footsteps as editor. Good luck always 
to you, Jan, and Jennifer. 
Rose, Lori, Mike (MX), and Barb - As assistant editors, you proved 
invaluable. Thanks for all your support. 
Lance - I can't thank you enough for all the help you've given me this 
year. I hope that the Rolla.mo will be fortunate enough to have you as 
advisor for many years to come. 
Thank you most of all to my husband, Rick, for his constant support and 
encouragement. I leave UMR with mixed feelings. I'm sad that four fantastic years here 
a re now over, but I anxiously look forward to the future that Rick and I will have together. 
To all of my friends, good luck in everything you do and may God bless you always. 
Thank you for allowing me to present this book to you. 
mWALSW O R TH P UBLISHING COMPA NY 
MARC ELINF.. MIR.'K)URf. U.S.A. 
Kathy Leeser 
Editor-in-Chief 
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